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With Charity For All- - And With Firm ness In The Right''

None- -

ROY, MORA COUNTY NEW MEXICO.

Another Fire

JL

Love Finds a Way

SATURDAY,

SEPTEMBER.

1

2 1914,

Noi

34

Mill and Elevátor An Earpest Appeal

A sure enough elopement was
About seven o'clock Thursday
Roy has had a genuine thrill
It is with regret that we have
morning while breakfast was be one of the sensations of the week this week in the prospect for the witnessed these terrible disasing served at the Oriental Hotel in Roy "Buster" Woodard" and establishment of a new flour ters by fire and the awful agony
the alarm of Fire" was sounded Miss Flossie Canon were the mill and elevator.
one undergoes to see the cruel
and the people of Roy rushed to parties t0( a real romance Sun
The movement was started flames devouring alione possessThey drove to some wefiks ago when Mr. O. T. es before our eyes 'and stand by
the scene to find flames and day evening.
smoke issuing from the building Roy with a horse and buggy .hir- Wilson of Arcade New York.vvho unable to help. Our helplessness
and to rush madly in and rescue ed an auto and drove to Springer is the owner of a large elevator caused by conditions existing in
the furniture and what they took the train to Trinidad where and mill at Plains, Kansas and our town a condition not necessthey were married and returned who owns a large tract of Wheat ary, namely: The old time water
could from the ground floor.
'
The fire seems to have started Wednesday.
land at the latter place and,is an question, we could, we can, we
in the bed room just over, the 2 There seems to have been some extensive wheat grower as well must strive to alter these condi
kitchen and was not far advanced opposition to the match and the as grain dealer, came here and tions for the betterment of our
when first sighted but the ab- youngsters took matters in their spent two days in looking us over town. I would suggest a com
' sence of any effective apparatus own hands.
He saw the possibilities of this mittee be appointed, at once to
av
The groom is 23 years old son Mesa and decided to investigate make it possible by some means
for fighting flames and the char
of
was
J, M. Woodard and an exem further and this week Mr.. Jacobs to protect the lives and property
acter of the building whic h
of wood construction rendered plary young man. His bride is one of his managers in the Real of our citizens. This is not an
daughter of Mr. Estate and AgeiculturaJ Depart impossibility if undertaken by an
all effort to oppose the flames tho
and Mrs. Cannon of Liberty and ments and Mr. Mann, traveling intelligent community such as
futile.
Intelligent effort and the use so attractive we can't seem to Freight Agent for the O. R. I&P we live in. I humbly appeal and
of plenty of water and the chem- blame Buster for stealing heir, Ry. and also an expert miller, praythat some steps be immedi
ical cans from the stores saved They will live on the groom's were here making a careful sur ately taken concerning this mathomestead, near the homes of vey of the situatiou with a view ter.
VtheLO. O.P. Hall and the
mour and Patricks residences their parents.
ACitizen.
to settling whether or not he
which were the only other buildwould erect a large elevator and
ings exposed.
Hon. Remigio Lopez rodp in mill here.
The Revival meetings at the
The origin of the fire is un- from his Ranch on 'the Tequez
A mass meeting was held at Christian Church closed Monday
knownThe flue from the quite Friday and is arranging to the
office Mon- Evening after a very successful
kitchen range passes thru the live in town again. Heisdeeply day evening at which they met series of two weeks duration.
room where it seemed to have ori- interested in the election this many of the citizens of the town Eleven convertions and admission
ginated but was new and of an fall and has promised to assist in and explained the proposition. of five members by card attest to
the editing of the Spanish page The modest requirement of suffi the efficiency of the efforts by
approved pattern.
,
during cient land for the buildings on Rev. Ruth and Rev. Hearn in the
The building.belonged to Mrs. of the
Cjlareiice Wright, of Dawsonand the Campaign, He is a Demo- the railroad was easily pledged meetings and a real religious rewas occupied as a hotel by Mrs. crat from love of the principles and water for the use of the mill vival which, will long be felt in
Samuel Tyler. The building was of the party and one who knows when in operation. They also community is recognised by the
insured for $1,200.00 It is one how to fight Vhe battles for the asked the promise of a small bo thoughtful observer. The Christof the old land marks having people and for better govern nus in the way of a donation of ian Church people have labored
' ''
ment.
.
.
been built in 1907.
a few bushels of wheat from the and sacrificed for this cause and
wheat raisers as Vi inducement their efforts are appreciated
Phil Higgin and wife are back and also as an evidence of good
we sometimes fail to so say
." A trial of unusual interest was
from Iowa and on their, home- faith in the desire for the loca- so.
held in Judge Foster's Court
stead again. They have been ab tion of a mill here.
Tuesday morning at which Beni-nsent a year on account of ill
There was some opposition a year. Work will begin in a few
Gonzales, of Mosquero was health and are glad to get
home
presented in this plan for dona- days if the deal goes through and
found guilty of stealing cattle again as their many
friends are
tions not however from the far- they will be ready to buy and
from Mr. Etheridge of the same to see them.
mers, and many citizens of the store wheat by Nov. 20th.
community and was bound over
town voluntarily offered cash and
They are asking that wheat
to the Grand .lurv under $1,000.
H, Goodman and family drove
gentlemen
The
donations.
other
growers
hold their wheat until
bond, Mr, Etheridge had been
to Springer in their Ford to spend drove into the country and interrecentor
Mr.
Gonzales
arrested by
then at least 60, 000 bushels of
the
day
They
had
friends.
with
viewed the farmers and their it. This will be easy to do as it
ly and fined $50.00 for takingone
luck
going
had
to
and
bad
be
modest request was freely con will scarcely all be threshed by
of his own cattle home from 'the
Higgins.
in
by
They
towed
Mr.
ceded by the pledging of wheat that time, and there is easily
Gonzales ranch and he was arfine visit and started home for this and next year.
had
a
150,000 bushels here that has not
rested again after this trial and
Tuesday
getting
as far as Mills
Gonzales
yet
tried before Justice
been marketed.
The gentlemen were going tt
when
the
broke
again
down
car
We sincerely hope this enter
over in Union County and bound
look at two other towns and reand
they
Davenport
sent
Jess
for
over to the Grand Jury. He
port on them as sites for a mill prise may be put across and the
alcome
is
to
them.
for
Herman
took Attorney J. B. Lust with
but we know that no town in this little opposition that has developdiscouraged
most
with
the
car
him and they went immediately
part of the state will compare ed is more than overcome by the
a good time anyway,
but
had
will
o Clayton,
some
be
There
with Roy as & location for a mill enthusiastic support it is receiv
interesting developements tore-por- t The Embroidery Club was en- or grain elevator.
ing. Bradstreet and Dunn give
next week.
tertained Thursday at the home The mill is to be strictly mod- - Mr. Wilson a rating of half a mi
dollars-anhis emmisaries
of Mrs. Gibbs at their regular!
meeting. The usuar program pacity and the grain bins are to say he will likely purchase land
Mrs. A Patricks and baby have presented including "Charming be of
concrete, 25 feet diame- here and run a large wheat farm
"Dainty
been visiting her sister, Mrs. Hostess"
Refresh- ter and 50 high with an elevator himself if he locates here. It
Elmer Neal, at Tucnmcari, this ments" and a pleasant social head above it and .will store e- - looks like the begining of better
week.
afternoon.
nough wheat to run the mill for times.
.
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has returned with the determination of hearing. So be It You may consider convincingly that apart from the in--'
winning her, he will."
that kiss the farewell appearance so itlal blow, the younger man was work- -'
ng wholly on the defensive. As if he
They did. not see Courtlandt again. dear to the operatic heart," bitterly.
He addressed most of this to the were afraid he might hurt him! This
After a few minutes of restless
froing, he proceeded down to the land- - back of her head, for she was already served to make the old fellow furious.
ng, helped himself to the colonel's walking toward the villa Into which le bored in right and left, left and
motor-boaand returned to Bellaggio. she disappeared with the proud air of right, and Courtlandt gave way, step
by step until he was so close to the
At the hotel he asked for the duke, eome queen of tragedy.
Court-landt'line
upon
that he could see It from the cor
heavy
fell
hand
A
only to be told that the duke and
ner
of his eye. This glance, swift
Irresistibly
was
He
shoulder.
morning
had
left that
madame
for
as It was, came near to being his undo- Paris. Courtlandt saw that he had drawn right about face.
"Now, then, Mr. Courtlandt," said ng. Harrlgan caught him with a ter-- ,
permitted one great opportunity to slip
Harrtgan, his eyes blue and cold pa rlble right on the jaw. It was a glanc-past He gave up the. battle.
ng blow, otherwise the fight would
came back, Ab ice, "perhaps you will explain?" When the motor-boa- t
have
ended then and there. Instantly
despair
rage
In
his
heart,
and
With
bott and the baron made use of It also.
he
lurched
anforward and clinched be
off
heavy-hearteflung
hand
and
the
Courtlandt
They crossed In silence,
fore the other could add the finishing
On landing Abbott said: "It Is swered: "I refuse!"
Ah!" Harrtgan stood off a few Bteps touch, .
probable that I shall not see you again
The two pushed about, Harrlgan
m-this year. I am leaving tomorrow for and ran his glance critically up and
it
fiercely
striving to break the younger
Paris. It's a great world, isnt it, where down this man of whom he had
He was beginning to
hold.
man's
a
"You're
thought
friend.
to make a
they toss us around like dice? Some
breathe
A little longer.
hard
besides.
way
of
out
one
husky
lad.
There's
throw sixes and others deuces. And In
blows
and
his
would
the proper
lack
you."
for
this
two
out
game
you
have
I
lost
and
this
broke away
'
"So long as It does not necessitate steam. Finally Courtlandt
of three."
of his own accord. ' His head buzzed
"I shall return to Rome," replied the any explanations," Indifferently.
"In the bottom of one of Nora's a little, but aside from that he had
Barone. "My long leave, of absentee is
trunks is a set of my old gloves. There recovered., Harrlgan pursued his tac
near Its end."
"What in the world can have hap will not be anyone up at the tennis tics and rushed. But this time there
pened?" demanded Nora, showing the court this time of day.' If you are not was an offensive return. Courtlandt
two notes to Celeste. "Here's Donald a mean cuss, if you are not an ordinary became the aggressor. There was no
And Harrlgan
going to Paris tomorrow and the Bar-on- e
imitation of a man, you'll withstanding him.
fairly
saw
with that inend;
y
the
but
to Rome. , They will bid us good-b- meet me up there Inside of five minpluck
had
domitable
which
made him
In"
front of
at tea-- I don't understand. Don- utes. If you can stand up
16
ring, he
In
of
the
annals
the
famous
not
ald was to remain until we left for me for ten minutes, you need
CHAPTER XIII Continued.
away.
kept
cruel
banging
swift,
The
On
other
the
"Has ho given up?" asked Abbott, America, and the Barone's leave does make any explanations.
upon
body
and
jabs
his
here
there
as
fast
out
of
you'll
here
hike
hand,
bis voice strangely unfamiliar in his not; end until October."
Oh,
began
to
rest
a
tell.
minute's
for
.
you.
reAnd
can
take
Celeste
and
trains
as
boats
"Tomorrow?"
own ears.
on
parched
lemon
of
piece
his
a
and
never come back."
"A man can struggle JUBt so long turned the notes.'
"Yes. You play the fourth ballade
"I am nearly twenty years younger tongue! Suddenly Courtlandt rushed
against odds, then he wins or becomes
him tlgerlshly, landing á jab which
broken. Women are not logical; gen' and I'll sing from Madanie. It will be than you, Mr. Harrlgan."
closed Harrigan's right eye. Courtyou
any,"
worry
"Oh, don't let that
erally they permit themselves to be very lonesome without them." Nora
dropped his hands, and stepped
landt
gave
laugh.
a with a truculent
guided by Impulse rather than by rea- gazed Into the wall mirror and
His glance traveled suggest
back.
me
there.
find
will
You
you
about pat or two to her hair.
son. This man I am telling
"Very well.
to
Harrigan's feet He was out
lvely
was proud: perhaps too proud. It is
When the men arrived. It was Im- After all, you are her father."
"ropes." "
side
the
V
a shameful (act, but he ran away. pressed on Nora's mind that never had
"You bet I am!"
I beg your pardon, Mr. Harrlgan,
True, he wrote letter after letter, but she seen them so amiable toward each
Harrlgan stole Into his daughter's
losing my temper."
for
all these were returned unopened, other. They were positively friendly. room and soundlessly bored Into the
"What's
the odds? I lost mine. You
Then he stopped."
And why hot? The test Of the morn- bottom of the trunk that contained the
Harrlgan
win."
was a true sportsman.
good
pulled
them
woman
would
As
to
deal rather ing had proved each of them
he
"A
a
his relics of past glory.
believe circumstantial evidence than own individual satisfaction, and had forth, a folded oblong strip of parch He had no excuses to offer. He had
not. .Humph!" The colonel primed done away with those stilted manner-lem- ment came out with them and flut dug the pit of humiliation with hia
hands. He recognized this as one
his pipe and relighted it "She couldn't
that generally make rivals ridicu tered to the floor: but he was too own
two
of
facts. The other was, that had
have been worth much."
lous In all. eyes save their own. The busily engaged to notice" It, nor would
"Worth much!" cried Abbott. "What revelation at luncheon had convinced he have bothered If he had. The bot Courtlandt extended himself, the battle
one minute.
do you Imply by that?"
them of the futility of things in gen tom of the" trunk was littered with old would have lasted about
"No man will really give up a eral and of woman in particular. They letters and programs and operatic It was gall and wormwood, but there
woman who Is really worth while, that were, without being aware of the fact, scores. He wrapped the gloves In a you were.
And now, you ask for explanations.
is, of course, admitting that your man, each a consolation to the other. The newspaper and got away without be
your daughter to make them."
Ask
though,
Courtlandt, is a man. Perhaps,
old adage that misery loves company ing Been. He was as happy as a boy
pulled off the gloves and
Courtlandt
the
not
persistent
opening
He
was
in
it was his fault
was never more nicely typified
who had discovered an
got
Into
clothes. "You may ádd.
his
enough, maybe, a bit spineless. The
or
apple
and
the
If Celeste expected Nora to exhibit fence between him
I
shall never trouble her
fact that he gave up so quickly pos any signs of distress over the- - ap- chard. He was rather astonished to sir, that
my
again
unwelcome attentions.
with
sibly convinced her that her impres- proaching departure, she was disap see Courtlandt kneeling Jn the clover
I
leave
Milan
In the morning."
for'
clover,
sions were correct Why, I'd have pointed. In truth, Nora was secretly patch, hunting for a four-lea- f
field of t victory,
Courtlandt
left
the
year
followed her day In and day out,
pleased to be rid of these two suitors, It was patent that the young man was
'
comment
without
further
up
I
year;
never
would
have let
after
much as she liked them. The Barone not troubled with nerves.
"Well, what do you think of that?"
until I had proved to her that she had had not yet proposed, and his sudden
"Here!" he cried, brusquely, tossing
Harrlgan, as he stooped over
nueed
been wrong."
method
this
elimigloves.
"If
over a pair of
determination to. return to Rome
"Tne colonel is rignt Abbott ap- nated this disagreeable possibility, of settling the dispute isn't satisfac to gather up the glovos, "Any one
would say that he was the injured
proved, never taking his eyesoff Court- - She was glad Abbott was going be- tory. I'll accept your explanations.''
wno
was apparently absorbed in cause she had hurt him' without intenlanat
For reply Courtlandt stood up ana party. I'm in wrong yi this deal
contemplation
crumbs
bread
! the
the
tion, and the sight of him was, in spite stripped to his undershirt He drew somewhere. I'll ask Miss Nora a ques
under his fingers.
of her lnnocece, a constant reproach, on the gloves and laced them with tion or two."
"And more, by hook or crook, I'd Presently she would have her work. the aid of his teeth. Then he kneaded ' It was not so easy returning. He
have dragged in the other woman by and there would be no time for loneli them carefully. The two men eyed ran into his wife. He trLed to dodge
the hair and made her confess." .
ness.
'V
each other a little more respectfully her, but without success.
"James, where did you get that
"I do not doubt it, colonel," reThe Derson who suffered keenest than they had ever done before.
eye?" tragically.
black
sponded Courtlandt, with a dry laugh. was Celeste. She was awake;' the ten
"This single court is about as near
"It's a daisy, ain't it, Molly?" push-in- g
"And that would really have been the der little dream was gone; and bravely as we can make it The man who
past her into Nora's room and clos--'
end of the story. The heroine of this she accepted the fact Never her agile steps outside is whipped."
ing
the door after him.
rambling tale would then have been fingers stumbled, and she played re
agree,"
said
Courtlandt
"I
' I
absolutely . certain of collusion be- markably
"Father!"
well,
from Beethoven,
"No rounds with rests; until one or
tween the two."
"That you, Nora?" blinking.
Chopin, Grieg, Rubinstein, MacDowelL the other Is outside. Clean breaks.
"Father, If you have been fighting
"That 1b like a womn," the Barone And Nora, perversely enough, sang That's about all. Now, put up your
with'
I
him, I'll never forgive you."
agreed, and he knew something about from old light opera.
licking.
dukes and 'take a man's
"Forget
son,
it, Nora. I wasn't fighting.
them. "And where is this man now?"
your
departed.
you
Celeste thought
were
father's
When the two men
"Here," said Courtlandt, pushing went to her room and Nora out upon but I guess you are like the rest of I only thought I was."
He raised the lid of the trunk and
back his chair and rising. "I am be." the terrace. It was after five. No one 'em, hunters of women."
' He turned his back upon them and was about, so far as she could see.
Courtlandt laughed and stepped to cast in the gloves haphazard. And.
,
sought the garden.
She stood enchanted over-- the trans the middle of the court Harrlgan did then he saw the paper which had
'
Tableaui
fallen out He picked up and squint
formation that was affecting the moun not waste any time. He sent in
ed at It, for he could not see very
Jaw,
to
but
Court
jab
"Dash me!" cried the colonel, who, tains and the lakes.
straight
the
well. Nora was leaving the room In
neatly
countered
and
being the least interested personally,
frightened
scream.
It
gave
blocked
a
little
landt
She
;
was first to recover his speech.
A strong pair of arme had encircled with a hard one on Harrigan's ear, a temper.
; "Going, Nora?"
The Barone drew in his breath her. She fetarted to cry out again, but which began to Bwell.
sharply. Thea he looked at Abbott
"Fine ! " growled Harrlgan. ."You
"I am. And I advise you to have
the sound was muffled and blotted oül
upon
know something about the game. It your dinner in your room."
"I suspected it," replied Abbott to by the pressure of a man's lips
the mute question. Since the episode her own. Shé struggled violently, and won't be as if I was walloping a baby
Alone, he turned on the light It
"of last night his philosophical outlook suddenly was freed,
He sent a left to the body, but the never occurred to him, that he might
had broadened. He had lost Nora,
"If I were a man," she said, "you right failed to reach his man.'
be prying into some of Nora's private
For some time Harrlgan Jabbed and correspondence.
He unfolded tb
but had come out of the agony of love should die for that!"
refused, to fuller manhood. As long
"It ' was an opportunity not to be swung and uppercut; often he reached parchment and held it under the light
as he lived he was certain that the Ignored," returned Courtlandt "It Is his opponent's body, but never his For a long time he stared at the writpetty affairs of the day wereNiever true that I was a fool to run away as face. It worried him a little to find ing, which was In English, at the date,
again going to disturb him.
I did, but my return has convinced me that he could not stir Courtlandt more at the names. Then he quietly refold"Let him be," was the colonel's sug- - that I should have been as much a fool than two or three feet Courtlandt ed it and put it away for future use,
-'gestión, adding a gesture in the direc hadfl remained to tag you about, beg never followed up any advantage, thus immediate future use.
'
Harrlgan
fighting,
making
you
force
the
tion of the casement door through glng. for an interview. I wrote.
"This is a great world," he murwhich Courtlandt had gone. "He's as letters. You returned them unopened. which was rather to his liking. But mured, rubbing his ear tenderly.
(TO BE CONTINUED.) ..
big a man as Nora Is a woman. If he You have condemned me without a presently it began to enter his mind
to-an- d-
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A more exact expositson of the
SPANISH AMERICAN issue in,' the present campaign inis
this state cannot be found than
Reqistkbkd August J7. 1913.
in the address of Hon. E. C. de
Irvin Ogden, Sr.
Baca, Lieutenant Governor
Editor arjd Publisher
the Democratic Convention
at Albuquerque. His analysis of
SsWipiioa $1.53 Pet Tear
the salary question is masterful
matter at
Entered as second-clas- s
and so comprehensive that no
the po3toííice in Roy, N. M.
fai minded person can do otherwise than ally himself with the
people who are protected by th
Democratic party and defended
by. Governor McDonald. Any
voter who is not a party fanatic
who will carefully consider that
part of his address which compares the salary bill voted by the
Governor with the salaries paid
in many of the older states, must
decide that the Governor was
Iully justified in twice exercising
the veto power of his office. It
is now up to the people who pay
taxes, to cast their ballots for
men to be members of the next
be-for-

e

Democratic State,
Ticliet

Professional Cards

Church Directory

THE

UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL

M.D. GIBBS

Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M.
Yoiir
at Christian Church.
presence is necessary.
Rev. G. B.Hall, Supt,

Fhytfciin end Surgeon

CATHOLIC
Mass once each month at the
Catholic Church. Dates announced in advance.

Office
Fairview Pharmacy

Local Surgeon EP, Ci S.W.
Ry.

HOY, NEW MEXICO

Ant. Cellier.

Rev. Fr.

Priest in charge,

S8f

Presbyterian.
Sermon every third Sunday
at 7.30 P.M. at Christian Church.

J.
'First

S. Rüssel,

Physician and Surgeon
OfSce At

BAPTIST
Sunday in each month.

Christian
RoV O W

A. S. HANSON

Notary Public
Legal documents and papers
acknowledged.
ROY,
NEW MEXICO

Hearn. Elder

Services fourth Lord's Day ot
each month at 11 A.M. and
8 P.M. Saeramentat
Morning Service.

Col.

0.' WHITE

P.
MILLS

NEW MEXICO

AUCTIONEER
I Cry Sale Erery where.

County Ticket

Distance not Considered
Terms Reasonable

Lodgo Directory

Satisfaction
Q'r'n'fd

position to hold controJ of county
affairs thus making the holding Homestead Ledge, No. 40
F. H. FOSTER
of county office a sort of AristoI. O. O. F.
cracy instead of a public service. Meet rmty Wednesday evening at
We can't allow you to forget
I. O. O. F. I tell, Roy, rfcM.
Visiting
members always welcome
that Governor McDonald alone
KUT.'CS- - CONTESTS PROOFS
Wm. Q. Johnsoa.
H. Goodman
stood between the people of New
Secretary. ,
ETC
Mexico and this very condition
OSei with Spanish-Americand that he is now asking of the
:
Now M
Ro7.
people to elect a legislature that
will assist him in establishing
ilarmany
reasonable business administraof 0.
tion, eliminating graft and put; Lodso
ting all the servants of the peo Meets in trO. O. F. Hall, Roy, N; M.
1st. and 8J. Friday evening of each
pie where they rightly belong.
month, Visiting members always wel-

Irvtn Ogdcn, Sr.
Of Roy,

The Democrats of Mora County have nominated Irvin Ogdin,
editor of the Roy SpaniatrAmer-ican- ,
for the legislature. A
mighty good selection. Mr. Og
den is honest, able and conserva-tire- ,
progressive and wide in his
view. The people of Mora county will find their affairs in the
legislature in good and safe hands
should they see fit to elect him,
and by reports coming from our
neighbor on the south that seems
to be precisely what they are d From the Department of Agrito do.
culture we have been supplied
Colfax County Stockman. copies of "Farmer's Bulletin No
615" giving the Agricultural Outs
majority in look for the present year. From
With a
the lower house, along with a this we confirm the reports prestrongly republican senate, the viously received from numerous
republican bosses, who control Qurces that all the eastern and
all party action, would pass a sal- central states are short on mo$t
ary bill which would make tas of their crops while New Mevico
payers nit up and take notice. as achole is far ahead of the avBut the anger of the tax payers erage and this sectian in parti-eula- r
would be overcome at election by
is in the line of the largyield
of everything in its
the splendidly financed party or- est
'
prohistory.
ganization which would be
vided for in the salary bill,
go-in-

United States

J.

S. Albertson, the new Jewmoved
in with the. Fairview
eler
Pharmacy Tuesday and is established as one of the business men
of the town. He is a manufacturing jeweler as well as watch
maker and Pharmasist and we
ac-

CoBixnizcicncr

.

Noble-Grind- .

'

a-

IMekh

fJo24vD.

J. BLusK,
Attorney

at Law,

come.

Miss. Giucjs v. Collins, N. G.
Miss. Blanche Kitchell, Secy.

tp

two-third-

congratulate the Fairview on
quiring him.

Residence

ROY, NEW MEXICO

Pastor.

Service 11 A. M., 7.30, P. M.
Rev. R. A. PRicd , Pastor.

legislature who will support the
Governor, or for those whose
nominations have been dictated
by the same set of bosses whose
For Gsnsrcrsman
puppets dominated the previous
Harvey B. Fergut son.
sessions and who tried to
For Corporation Consmfea'n'r upon the people of the state foist
the
Adolfo P, Hill
Infamous County Salary Measures paying the County Officers
salaries that would create an aristocracy or official Class and fiFor Representatives
nancing it at the expense of the
Taxpayers so that once a gang of
. Jesus M. Pacheco,
men got in office, they were in a
Of Guadalupita,
.

'

Prompt and Careful Attention
v

Given all Business Entrusted

tome.

Llodsrn Voo&ata Roy.

CampNo.l43Sl

New, Mexico,

J. FLOERSHEIM
NcS&ry

Public

II ñÜÜY WOODWARD

Harness and Shoe Shop
nép&iring a Speciality
Goods
Also Sseond-Il&nDouffht and Sold

Conveyances and transfers. Prompt
ness and care in all matters.

d

Over 10,000 acres have been
homesteaded in this vicinity durAll Work Guarantied
ing the past month and most of
it is out 25 miles or more from
town all of which may not mean
anything to somevpeople but to
M. 11 KOCH
us it means the only way to get
- Licensed EmlLaef
land on this mesa will be to buy Fttaerd Director
it unless yeu find a place before HiVi SUS i t tucusos?, n. n.
Thanksgiving. .
SJ

W.H.WILLCOX
United S&tea
L&nd Ccsssslssl ssssr
ROY, M. M.

Filings, Contests and Proofs.
Careful and competent service rendered m all land matters.

THE

AMERICAN REFUGEES

SPANISH-AMERICA-

Doctors Gove Him Up

FLEEIÍ1G FROM WAR ZONE

A Music
Teacher
Saved
ÍÍ...V
.v.'.v.v,

1p.

N.

From A I
Catarrhal!

JF

J

7

Disease

A

By

7i

Peruhru
Prof. XT. L. Perkins Waynesboro;
, writes:
1 was under the care of a doctor
for four months, but did not Improve
at all. At last he gave me up to die
of bronchial catarrh. So I thought I
would try a bottle of Peruna, I began to feel better, at once. Now I
feel as well as I ever did In my life.
I want to thank you, Dr. Hartman,
for your advice. X'shall always praise
your Peruna' for catarrh of the lungs.
Va--

m I'll II

II

nil

II
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I
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American refugees, with their baggage, on a hay wagon making their way along the highroad above Avrlcourt,
a French village near Luneville. Thla party, which was without food from early In the morning of August 1 until
Í .v.
August 3, reached the railway at Embermenil half an hour before all train service was suspended.

.
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(AISER SHATTERS

THE WAR DAY BY DAY

BRITISH DESTROY

Iff ERIAL GUARDS

i

MAUBEUGÉ FORTS

Sept. 7. German Imperial Guard
annihilated by the British, at Precy,
on the Oise river, 35 miles from Paris,
according to Paris dispatches, where,
120 miles long, from
on a battle-lin- e
as the
the Meuse to the Oise. rivers, 4,000,000
part oí the action,
ALLIES
LING ,BACK , 2,000,000 AT central,
IN
FLIGHT. FROM
men are engaged in the first general AUSTRIANS
destimay
the
conflict, which
settle
PARIS WALLS IN CRUCIAL
NORTH GALICIA BEFORE
nies of nations. Kaiser directs attacks
against Nancy In desperate advance.
ARMY OF CZAR.
V
Vigorous attack by allies force Germans to retire. Petrograd reports Second Austrian corps crushed by RusVi
sians, who open up'pathway to Berlin.
Thousands die of disease on retreat to

SMASH TEUTON WINGS

Vienna,
Sept.

KAISER'S TROOPS TURNED BACK
BY DESPERATE DEFENSE BEFORE BESIEGED CAPITAL.
Western Newspaper Union News Service!

Paris, Sept.

8.

Im-

.

.

.

,

6.

,.,,

;

NANCY FORTS SHELLED

A London special, via Am-

sterdam, states that the Germans have
ODened a terrific assault on the ions
at Nancy. This is another step in the
Germans' southeastern movement. The
Luxemburg division of the Teutons,
which battered down tne iorts ai jviaur
beuge Pridav and occupied Rheims and
La Fere Saturday, is believed to be the
division o the Kaiser's invaders battling at Nancy. German Emperor forming great semicircle around French
capital. French official statement de-clares advance Is made by allies in
fighting around Paris. Dover reports
train service between Paris and pieppe
abandoned. The British cruiser Pathfinder blown up by mine in North Sea.
Wilson liner, Runo,- with 600 passenon board, struck mine In North
fers and
sunk. Advices to Washington
from British foreign office report nine
byGer-ma- n
neutral' merchant ships sunk
mines. Petrograd .report from
Tokio says British destroyer Wieland
has sunk several German torpedo
boats. Bombardment of fortifications
by
In Bay of Cattaro, Austria-Hungarlarge French fleet, reported. Russians
advance southward after capturing
'::
,
"'.
Czernowltz.

RHEIMS AND LA FERE FALL AND

'
..

.

The German
perial guardias been annihilated by
the British &t Precy, on the Olse
milep from Paris, acriver, thirty-five- ,
cording to dispatches received here,
and thQ Kaiser's troops face disaster
in the first battle of the war in which
the great masses of the allied troops
have been engaged against the advancing, hosts from the north. q
On a battle line 120 miles,! long,
from tbe'Meuse to the Oise rivers, as
the central part of the action, 4,000,- 000 men were engaged Monday in the
first general conflict which may set
tie the destinies of nations. A con-- "
tinuation of the German advance
means the capture of Paris. A serious reverse for the Kaiser means
final disaster.
At the close of the first day's conflict victory perches on the banner
of the allies. At the eastern' end of
the line of battle the British have
spread terror in the ranks of the Germans by routing the flower of Prus- 'Bian troops and crushing the personal
command of the crown prince, it is
I reported
' ' I;
from the front;
On the west, near the strongly for
tified city of. Verdum.' the left flank
bf the German advance has been
turned, and at the center, north, of
Paris, the Teutons are said to bet" re
treating slowly to entrenchments they
made three and four days ago.
v The Kaiser Is "directing the attack
against the forts at Nancy in person.
From official communications given
out in Paris yesterday it was learned
that the engagements which began
... Saturday and Sunday to the east and
. northeast of; the" Freiich
capital do-- .
one1
Yeloped Monday into
of the most
important battles of the campaign
The armies of the allies are oppos.
ing the German advance over a front
extending 'for about 120 miles from
'
Nanteuil le Haudouin, twenty-fivmiles northeast of Paris, to the great
,
fortress of Verdun, In the department
t
of Meuse, and twenty miles west, of
the German frontier.
.

,

.

.

-

-

y,
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Sept. ,5. The French war office announces the fall of three forts at
after- tremendous bombardment
by the German righ wing, which is
advancing on Paris. Rheims and La
Fere fell Friday. British Admiralty announces that all aids to navigation on
'the east coast of England and Scotland may be removed without earning.
England, France and Russia signed an
agreement that neither would agree to
peace unless all three approved such
a course. Famine perils Vienna as
Russian forces cut way toward Berlin.
Retreat of Austrian army, beaten by
the Russian invading .f orces, has become a róut. London reports 85,000
wounded abandoned on fields between
Lemberg. Tarnow and Tamopol.
4

Mau-beu-

ge

-

.

-

(

-

e

Sept. i. Lemberg, Galicia's capital,
has fallen Into the hands of the Russians after seven days of fighting, in
which many were killed and wounded.
Czar's forces directing attack on Lublin in northern Galicia. London reports complete destruction of right
wing of Kaiser's army in France, and
an end of his dash on Paris seems
probable from Ostend dispatches telling of the repulse of the Germans
north of Paris and a terrific assault
on their line at Rheima;bv the French.
London reports sinking of an Austrian
steamer Bathon by British cruiser in
Bay of Biscay. Premier Asquith stated in Guildhall. London; that 300,000 recruits have volunteered for service
against Germany, and plead for, fur;;
ther reinforcements'.
Sept. 3.Rome dispatch to. the Russian embassy says an official report
asserts that Austrtans have been unLemberg,

mercifully) defeated near
with losses of more than 100,000, and
capthat fifty - seven cannon were
tured by the Czar's forces. Petrograd
were
report states that
signally defeated near Hallo at the
river, with
Junction of .the Gnita.Llpa
the Dniester, losing 6,00 killed and
many prisoners. Including one general,
thirty-tw- o
guns, a standard, and quantities of supplies. Rome dispatch says
that now the Pope has been elected, Italy is expected to declare herself and
Join the allies in the war against the
Kaiser.
Turkish mobilization on the
Persian boundary reported slow. r
'

s

,

,

GERMAN ARMY GRIPS PARIS
v

IN ARC.

;

Mr. Flubdub
day.

:,'V

Careless.
I lost my umbrella

to-

'
,
I'
Flubdub That's like you, John
Henry. I told you, when you left the
house this morning! to take one of the
borrowed ones. Puck.'
-

pimples on Head itched
'

Tell City, Ind. "My baby's head
was covered with sores and the top
was- a Bolid scab. It began with pimples and he would 'scratch his head
until .it would bleed and then scab
over and, keep spreading. He would
claw his head and fret, it itched and
burned so and I was afraid he would
never have any hair on top of his head
;
again. :
, "A friend recommended Cuticura
Soap and Ointment to me. I asked
our family doctor and he said, 'Yes,
go right ahead and use them.' We got
one cake of Cuticura Soap and one
box of Cuticura Ointment and they
healed him from the first In a few
days his head did not seem to itch
or bother him in 'the least and before
we had used one set he was healed
and he has a fine growth of hair."
(Signed) Mrs. Rosa M. Hanks, Jan.
-

1

Western Newspaper Union News Service.

London, Sept. -A
special dispatch
to Keuter's Telegram Company, by
way of Amsterdam, says that the Germans opened a terrific assault on the
forts at Nancy Sunday. The kaiser,
the crown prince and the general
staff are reported to be with the invading army.
The monster siege guns were put into place during the early morning and
the bombardment was deadly after, the
first shot was fired. , Many of , the
buildings were razed during the early
firing, and great loss was sustained
in works of art alone. Panic reiens
in the city and hundreds of families
have fled to the outskirts of the city,
abandoning their possessions.
The guns In the forts are meeting
the attack the best they can, but already the great shells of the Teutons
have played great havoc in the French
forts.
The assault of .Nancy is another
step in the
movement of the German army.. The Luxemburg division of the Teutons, which
battered down the forts at Maubeuge
Friday and occupied Rheims and La
Fere Saturday, is believed to be the
division of the kaiser's invaders which
Is now battling at Nancy.
,
,
In the meantime, another wing of
Germans has been dispatched In a
southwesterly direction, and its advance 'is
southwest of
Paris. This would indicate that Ihe
German emperor has formed a great
semicircle around the French capital.
Germany states that her army after
surrounding the allies in Paris will attack Calais, build emplacements for
guns, dominate the chanher
nel and fire across to Dover.
Information reached here by way of
Dover that train service between Paris
and Dieppe had been abandoned, This
would indicate hat the French expect
an immediatevassault on Paris;
England, France and Russia signed
an agreement that neither would
agree' to peace unless all three ap"'
proved such a course- r
;

7.--
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,

;

sudden-southeaster-
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Cuticura Soap and Ointment sold
throughout the world.. Sample of each
free.with 32-- Skin Book. Address post-car- d
"Cuticura; Dept L, Boston."- AdT.
p.

-
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Take care of the pennies. They
are useful for buying things in the slot
'
machines.
:

Too Dangerous to Overlook
Kidney trouble Is too often overlooked
and too often neglected. But the kidneys
give early sígnala of distress that should
not be mistaken. Backache, headaches,
dizzy spells, rheumatic pains, too frequent, scanty or painful urination are all
signs of kidney weakness and should not
be mistaken.
When these warnings appear, use Doan'a
Kidney Pills; the reliable, successful,
strongly recommended kidney remedy. Help
the medicine by drinking water freely,
hold to good habits and a serious attaek
of kidney disease may be avoided. FubUc
testimony is the best proof of merit.
'
A Colorado Case.
Wv
Mrs. Alvtra Day,

S. Second St,
Colo.,
Montrose,
says: "I suffered
from, nalns in my
S27

.i

back and there
was,, a .swelling

over ' my juaney ,f
which was more
noticeable In their
morning when Ih
first got "up. My
nanas Bweueu, uw, vi
One box of Doan's.f
Kidney

rtuii
and

strengthened

toned up my
neys, proving
forMvft

In

kid!

TlA.aw.
3

ef- -

ttvftrv

way. I haven't needed any kidney medicine for the past year."
Get Donn' at Any Store. 50c a Box
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8. P. Davis and sons are harvesting cañe for J. W. Woodard
near Liberty this week.

New Fall Stock nov on display
Call and czq our line" of

Wolcott Russell, Misses Helen
AUdredge and Gladys Hern were
autoÍDg in Kansas Valley the
first of the week.
MUs Helen Russell of Roy has
been spending her vacation at the
Lucas Ranch.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Mitchell
of Liberty were the Sunday
guests of Mr. and Mrs. L. A.
Brown.
Mr. and Mrs. T. M. Ogden Mrs.
Geo. Lucas were visitors at the
S. R. Crouse home near Chicosa
Valley.
V,
'

.'

L. A. Cannon of Liberty was

in Roy the first of the week on

business.
Misses Rachel and Erna Wright
were the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
'
Benj.Hoskins Sunday.
Geo. Lucas and Fred Ogden
are very busy harvesting. They
leased a corn binder of Baum
Bros, and are operating it day and
night so that they can get thro'
with it so others can have the

useof it.
Mn and Mrs. L A. Brown
were in Roy Tuesday,
Chas and Wm. Wright were
the guests of the Davis Boys

:

-

Ladies9 aiídl Misses' Cloaks
Mep?s ainid Yorag Men's Slits
.

ew Stock

off

Dsy Good,

Sweater Coats, Flannel Shirts, Drees Shirts, Under Wear
Latest Novelties in Ribbons, Serges School Suits for Boys
and Girls, Good Serviceable Hose and Shoes for School; A
fine Ásortment of Gingham, Calico, Percale Muslin ,and
Long-clotWe also carry a fine stock in all kinds of
Thread and buttons. Our Pillow Casings and Sheets are
of thevery best.
h-

yy.

We are now in á position to fill orders for
all kind? of lumber and building material.

Sunday.

o

Young Arrellano, the Auto expert from Springer was in town
Thursday demonstrating the H.
Goodman's Ford would run all
right when you know how to
.
make her doit.
Tom Blankenship came down
from Colfax Thursday as witness
in a land case. He is Ditch riding on the irrigated tract there
and expects to be there all win-

ter;

..

Miss Edith Nelson concluded
her visit with her sisters, Mrs
Chris tman and Miss Lizzie Nelson, and left Thursday for her
home in S. Dakota.
y
D. F. Daughhetee, of Mosquez
ro, came down from French last

Saturday to make final proof on
his homestead
'sioner Foster.

bfore

Commis.
dne
is
He
of the
young
capable
men
and
earnest
who are the guarantee of the future of this mesa.
A gang of m en got off the? Polly
here Wednesday. They 'were
approched and offered work in
the threshing and one of them
was game and went out to the
gang. The rest hastily "Drift

ed".

AV

o

i
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As

part of the two exhibitions

which he will give daily during
the coming stote fair at Albuquerque, Octeber I to ten, Roy
Francis, the famous American
aviator,'will giye a graphic illustration of the deadly part the
aircraft of the warring European
nations are taking in the great
conflict.- Francis this year has
a machine which laughs at altitudes and in which he is giving
wonderful exhibitions of his prowess as a master of air bricks
and traffic.

J. S. Albertson
Export Jovollor
Watch and Jewelry iLcqairing.

.

,

I am Equipped for the Manufacture of Rings, Brooches,
Lockets Etc. on Special Orders.

At Fairview Pharmacy

-

Hoy

Nw Mexico,

,

...

Jess Davenport broke an axle
in his Ford last week, walking in

'

Most Men Do Both.
Life is a comedy to him who thinks
a tragedy to him who feels. Horaat
Walpole.

Fountain cf Cheerfulness,

Be cheerful ; do not brood orer íes 3
hopes unrealized, until a ch&ia, link by
link, is fastened on each thought
end-woun-

round the heart Nature intended you to be the fountain spring
for the first time since he has
of cheerfulness and social life, end ctct
Needed in the World.
got
a
a
car.
driving
been
lie
Carry the radiance of your soul la the trarelinf monument of toeptlr tsti
new one next day from the your face; let the world have ta taehnefcoiy. IM3.
benefit of it. Fax.
i Springer Garage.
f

d
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KAISER'S DAUGHTER POPULAR
Duke Ernest August of Brunswick
and his duchess, "born Princess Victoria Louise of Prussia, were the chief
toploa of conversation throughout Germany Just before the breaking out of
the great war. In fact, the then possibility of war was lost sight of in the
exhaustive discussions; of the daily
doings of the kaiser's only daughter
and her husband, their comings and
'
goings, their method of living and
their plans for the future. Although
!
i the youngest of the sovereigns, of. the
minor German, states they have become the most Interesting and promi'
''
"i'
nent,
Duchess Victoria Louise is an un- tiring reformer, changer,1 meddler and
Immediately after she and
molder.
her husband were installed aa sovereigns of Brunswick the court and palace life, as conducted since 1907 by
the Regent Duke Johann Albrecht of
Mecklenburg waB radically changed
in a direction opposite to local expec
tations. Brunswick awaited a reversion to the ceremonial court etiquette
which flourished before 1884, when the last duke of Brunswick died. Venerable schloss butlers and maitres d'hotel, who remembered the duke, rejoiced
at the impending revival of the famous Brunswick "dinner etiquette," the limit
of old German tedium and solemnity. "Wait," was the refrain, "till the young
duke comes into his own." Instead, the new sovereigns set to living in the
simple way observed by Prussia' court on all except ceremonial occasions,

in

Nearly Half Million

Spent on Grounds

Dollars

.

i

!

;

.

.
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BRITAIN'S WAR SECRETARY
'

Many have been the

attempts to

Interview I Lord Kitchener. Among
these the best story la that of the
Yankee who handed his card to the,
general when he returned from South
with the remark, "Sir, I represent that paper."
"How interesting," responded Lord
i
Kitchener, turning his back' on the
mi
';
would-b- e
Interviewer;
i'
Another story comes from Aber- deen. Lord Kitchener was discovered
one morning at Aberdeen station, having arrived there: on his way to Balmoral by the night express. The
youngest reporter of the evening paper was on the platform," and ap-- ;
proached the great man, explaining
that he represented a local Journal.
."Glad to meet you," said his lordship.
11
"Now tell me, do you know Aberdeen
l i
well?" 'Tes," said the youth, delightmm
ed to find his victim so complaisant.
......
I
i
"Excellent," said Lord Kitchener.
"Then you can tell me where I cán
find a
one who really shaves well." "Oh, yes," replied the newsr,
paper man, and he led his lordship to a barber shop. His lordship thanked
' him much, but the' youth interposed with a request that 'ha might state hfl
U
had spoken to Lord Kitchener. He hoped for more of an interview.
"Certainly," responded the field marshal heartily, "and you can add thaj
you are the most obliging and Intelligent Inhabitant of Aberdeen I have evei
met!" - The lad went back to his editor rather shamefacedly with his tale,
but the expert was enthusiastic. "Write every word," he commanded, and
himself supplied a string of headings, in which "Lord Kitchener in Aberdeen
'
Interview With Our. Representative This Morning", were, the least

iM
S'vU-Sí.-
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An expenditure of nearly half a million dollars In the
improvement of public buildings and grounds In Washington during the
last fiscal year Is shown by the report aof CoL W. . W. Harts, engineer officer
a
mm
tsang- engineers TK
in cnarge, to uniei or M
maa.
The largest expenditure during
year
was $206,462 for the improvethe
ment and care of parks and the propagating gardens. A total of $89,300 waa
expended in repairs to the - White
House and improvement to the
grounds. Other expenditures were
$36,&40
for the Barry monument;
$16,278 for the care and maintenance
oí the Highway bridge; $11,772 for
the maintenance of Washington
parks and Bmall reservations. Three
244
was
given to
monument. Attention
additional park spaces were transferred to the chief of engineers by the District commissioners.
Additional progress was made in the construction of a bituminous macadam roadway around the river and harbor sides of the portion of Potomac
park eást of the railroad embankment During the two years ended June 30,
during which the road has been under construction, 8,320 linear feet of road
has been built, leaving 9,240 linear feet yet to' be constructed.
Summarizing some of the improvement work done during the year, Colo-- ,
nel Harts' report shows that 26,000 trees, shrubs, and herbaceous plants were
planted, 2,474 feet of water pipe and 731 feet of watermains laid, 16,000 feet-odrain pipe .laid, 786 square yards ot cement footwalks and 665 square
yards of concrete footwalks laid, 19,200 square yards of bituminous-boun- d
macadam road built, 86,000 square yards of macadam roadway surfaced with
coal tar, four new park lodges built, and. '668,000 plants propagated at the
propagating gardens, of which 681,000 were planted in the small parks and
"&
X
reservations. J

RF ASHINGTON.
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Sanitary Drier, Cheaper Than the Paper Towel
and sanitary device for drying the hands has been Invented by J.
superintendent of the District building at Washington, D. C.
It has been placed in use in the large public lavatories in that building, where
It has given successful as well as economical service.
II
THIS 13 W
,
consists
This electric, hand-drie- r
D0P
of a casing measuring 11 by 13 inches
square and mounted '"bn a ' sanitary
legs. A powerful
báse, having
blower mounted in". the casing distributes air through a heating element,
thence through ducts' and ,, deflectors
and finally to an opening in' the top,
where the hands- are held to be dried.
The warmed air is equally distributed
to all parts of the hands at the same
time and absolutely no movement of the hands is required.. The device 18
operated by a foot pedal, pressure on which sets in operation a
switch by which the blower is started, the stoppage of the device' being ef'
fected by releasing the foot pedal.
known as the "air towel," is adapted for use In factories
This hand-driewhere large forces are employed, in public lavatories, surgical and dental
operating rooms and the like where the public health Is to be considered by
using ' sanitary methods. ;
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"I look forward with intense pleasure to the trip to France," said Mrs,
Sharp, wife of William Graves Sharp,
whom President; Wilson recently ap
pointed as ambassador to the French
republic. "I personally deem the post
at Paris to be the choice of the entire
diplomatic list, becausa the interests
and tastes of thé country find greaj
sympathy with those of myself and
my husband. The artistic and scientific tendencies of my own nature
x
will rejoice, in the congenial surroundings that we shall find in France, and
I can say that we are delighted witb
the prospect of the experience."
The wife of Myron Herrick's successor is cultured and progressive.
She Is abreast of the leaders in the
march of Intellect and the advance of
learning. Her manner Is frank and
prepossessing. She speaks with preShe organizes her thoughts
cision.
and delivers them rapidly. In appearance she is matronly. Her hair is
style. Her eyeB are dark and
becoming
1,(1 K1:,M UCHik, it lii a bOtl.
P1Í1V
dignified
and distinctive in manner
is
She
rosy.
bright and her skin fair and
composure
and poise. Her hob
of
air
admirable
and carries herself with an
,
study.
tree
;
, .: ,;
r
bies are painting and
.,(
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His Lavvyer's Fee

Sam Brown's Way of Paying

MRS: WILLIAM GRAVES SHARP

g

'

;

"

f

HUGHES ot New Jersey started his professional life in the town
And one of the funniest incidents of his career happened
soon after he had hung out ' his shingle. It seems that there was in the place
'
í
a man whose lazy habits had given
him a bad name, so that pretty much
everything that went wrong was laid
on
this same Sam Brown. One day a
OUT)
BK
wealthy man wearing a handsome diaTHIS
mond pin went Into a saloon for refreshments; and aB he leaned over
the counter he noticed that Sam was
IT1CKET
standing very close. vOn leaving the
place he at once missed the pin and
had Sam arrested.
Sam retained Hughes as his attorney. Protesting his innocence, Sam
so wrought on Hughes' feeling that the latter went to the complainant and
assurea me man mat cam was enureiy muoceui ui uiv wen. uui iuo uuim
'
was obdurate.
When Hughes returned ,to Sam with the man's statements, explaining
how convincing were the facts against him, Sam with tears in his eyes again
swore that he had never seen the pin and wept at Hughes' having ever doubt'
ed his innocence.
off
came
at
the set time. Hughes plead the cause of Sam with
The trial
was released 'as "not guilty." And, Hughes
sincerity
client
the
that
such
patted himself on the back for his knightly deed.
'
V
The next morning Sam stalked1 into Hughes office.
1 haven't got any money to pay you, Mr. Hughes," he said, as he threw
a bit of pasteboard on the table, "but take your pay out of that It's the pawnV7-v
') ;.,
ticket for the pin,"
''
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We beg to announce to the Public that our

felies Have irirSved.

'

We now issue TICKETS With Every Purchase
as Heretofore. AH tickets are Redeemable.
'

We also have

v

10(D)

ClfHOOl.

at a value of 50c each. We will give one of these bags with

Each Pair of School Shoes value $2.00 and up,
Bought at, Our Store and also on every Boy's Suit
purchased from us. Come Eárly! We have but 100

F eratoim Mer casntile Coi
LOCAL NEWS
IStlStlilSSStSIH
Charlie Deaton returned Saturday from Clayton whither he
went in interest oi some ui u
clients." He tiled a number of
homesteaders on his return
which is proof that he succeeded
in his mission.

Would you
Follow the

The threshers are conceding Walter Ross and Chas. Stanley
that it will take the three big of Salado were in town last Satmachines six weeks yet to finish urday and welcome callers
at
wheat threshing on this mesa. thisofnce.
They find it difficult to get hands
and the farmers are all begging
Elmer Evans was in
for help'to get their feed crops
and called to order his
cared for. This is the first time um,,u irom ijelin
bapk to
we have ever really been up a Mills as they have
decided tórP.
gainst a scarsity of help here and turn to their ranch,
we are begging the fellows who
Mr. Evans will return to Belin
have been working elsewhere to to arrange his
business affairs
come back and help us.
but will be here this winter
We are glad to' welcomo twv
back to the Mesa.
S. P. Ssrsain orders his
sent to him at Mills in future.
He has recently returned from
The Democrats at Albert.
Selma Arkansas to thresh his Union County, held a rousing
wheats Mrs. Sersam is visiting caucus Saturday. Thu following
in Ohio at present but will be delegates were chosen to repre
here to live this winter.
sent the precinct at the Union
S--

Example of

Dan Slade
If you

S--

Buy your gasoline of F. S.
Brown-- - 25c. per Gallon.
Fred Tinker, of Mosquero, was
in Roy Saturday on business,
Hé is like the rest of the farmers
very busy and very enthusiastic
over his success this season.
,

Suddenly
Became a
Multi- -

'

Millionaire?

Notice Cream Shippers
Fred Brown Pays 23 aents
for Cream
.

P. M. Cumraings, an attorney
from Joplin, Mo was in Roy last
week looking after his land, the
John a Thompson claim east of
own. He is a man who can appreciate a good thing and will
try to purchase more land in
that vicinity and establish a little ranch there, We expect to
see him here again in the near
future.

Who is
Dan?
Watch
1

his

raper

and See

They are comming back in
droves now from all parts of the
East. There is nothing succeeds
like success and good crops
bring them all back to our wonderful climate. We who have
stayed by it and made,, the present conditions for the rest to
come to, ieelthat we are entitled
to considerable credit for haying
made conditions what they are
for, be it known- - This mesa
would still be trackless prairie as
it has been for the past ten
thousand years instead of com.
munity of modern homes if peo
ple did not stay here and farm it
and prove to the "Doubting

Thomaes'"
Country.

County Conyention ot Clayton,
Sept. 14th.
A. F. Chaves, Prank Heiman,
Sr. Joe Ballard, J. W. Johnson,
Alternates; E. W. Paxton,Benj
Beller, Sr. J. U. Baca, Wn Noff ke
Alberts a live Democratic
precinct and will send a full delegation to Cláyton.

The members of the 500 club
were delightfully éntertained at
the home of Mrs. F. S. Brown
Friday Sept. 4th. A most interesting game was play ed, at which
Mrs. F. S. Brown scored the
highest and Mrs. W. G. Johnson
scored lowest. After the game
delicious refreshments were ser
ved. The guests present were
that x this is Gods Mrs. McMinimy and Miss Maud
Higgins.

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

Ambassador Herrick transmitted to
the state department the1 protest of
a committee of Americans in Paris
against the dropping of bombs by
German airships.
Secretary Garrison said the dis
patch of federal troops to Fort Wil- lam Henry Harrison, near Helena.
Mont., from Fort Wright, was purely
a precautionary measure.
President Wilson hás prepared a
message to Congress urging the necessity of emergency revenue legislation
to offset curtailment In customs re
ceipts since the beginning of the European war.
A French relief fund is being formed
to assist sick and wounded refugees,
not only French, but also Belgian,
English and other nationalities, who
are swarming into Paris and other
French centers.
.
t
bill to sup
The Clayton
plement the Sherman law, which will
complete the administration trust legislative program for this session of
congress, passed the senate. The vote
to sixteen.
was forty-siAmbassador Gerard notified the
State Department that the German un
iversities would be open to citizens of
neutral countries A great number of
American students now in Germany
expect to enroll. ,
,
Thomas W. Gregory of Austin, Tex.,
was
in as attorney general o
The oath was adStates.
United
the
ministered by Chief Justice White.
Later J. C. McReynolds, the retiring
attorney general, took the oath as as
sociate justice of the Supreme Court.

LATEST NEWS
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REP0RT8
THAT COVER THE WEEK'S
TELEGRAPHIC

FROM

EVENTS.

INTEREST

OF MOST
KEEPING THE

POSTED

READER

1

ON MOST IMPORTANT
CURRENT TOPIC3.

niiBmoD

COAL STRIKE END
PRESIDENT DRAFTS PERSONAL
PLEA TO MINERS AND OP-- ,
,

;

ERATORS.

LANS

3-YE-

TRUCE

AR

There Is Hardly A Woman
Who Does Not Rely Upon
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
Princeton, 111. " I had inflammation- hard headaches in the back of my neck
Win
mi i.n.'i i.'.i.'l and a weakness all
caused by female
trouble, and I took
Lydia E. Pinkham'a
i

!

SUGGESTED

AGREEMENT

'.

BASIS FOR SOLVING

GIVES

DIS- -

Vegetable

'"" PUTES.

cellent results that I
am now feeling fine.
I recommend the
Compoundand praise
it to all. I shall be
glad to have you

anti-trus-

WesUrn .Newspaper Union Newt Service.

WESTERN.
Eleven miners were imprisoned in
the mine of the Union Coal Company
at, Adamson, Utah, as a result of a
cave-iwhich blocked the mine en
trance.
The Gary mills of the United States
steel corporation are now running at
h
for 1914," according to
the
statement given out at
a
Gary, Ind.
Mrs. C. L. Jones of Hastings, waa
killed and Mr. Jones was seriously
hurt when their automobile was
struck by a train at a grade crossing
at St. George ranch, four miles east
of Sidney, Neb.
Fourteen men are under arrest at
Butte, Mont., as the result of the cam
paign of the state militia looking to
the arrest of labor leaders for whom
warrants were recently issued, cbarg
ing the inciting of riot.
Wheat prices at Chicago Thursday
advanced to the highest point since
the beginning of the European war.
surpassing
May wheat touched $1.24
topmost
level
cent
by
the
recently.
upturn,
wild
reached on the
It is the sentiment in the Oriental
quarters at San Francisco and reports
from Los Angeles, Seattle, Fortiand,
Vancouver" B. C. and other' coast
cities indicate that the view is genera
that there will be another revolution
Inside of a year.
Because the incidental fund of his
office has become exhausted Governor
West of Oregon ordered hi3 telephone
disconnected and announced that per
sons who might wish to communicate
with him must prepay wire tolls or
'
postage both ways.
;
Charges that the government has
been defrauded of more than $2,000,
000 in three years in taxes on colored
oleomargarine, were made at
bus, Ohio, in federal indictment returned against several of the most
prominent business men of the city
n

"top-notc-

semi-offici-

,

.

al

t

"

one-fourt-

;

x

There were 7,551 national banks do
ing business in the United States at
the close of business Aug. 31, according to a statement Issued by the comp
troller of the currency. They had an
authorized capital of" $1,073,4,175,
and circulation outstanding or $77,-540.281. of which $120,241,700 was se
cured by other than United States
'

bonds.

....

...

..

The federal postal authorities can
not guarantee, that letters mailed for
German and Austrian points will ever
reach their destination. The superintendent of foreign mails at New York
frankly admits this. So far as this
government is concerned, every effort is being made to get the mails
through. But there are no steamers
running direct to German or Austrian
ports these days.

h

.

(

FOREIGN.

Nearly 2,000 refugees from Ostend
and Dieppe reached London.
Estimates of the Canadian wheat
crop place the total at 133,000,000
bushels.
A dispatch froin Vienna to the Wolff
bureau at Copenhagen, says that the
settlement on the bourse has passed
without a single case of bankruptcy.
Japan is preparing to land her
troops
on European soil, according to
WASHINGTON.
t
recently
of travelers
statement
the
Thirty-onfood dealers were indict- arrived at Peking from Japanese
ed at Washington by a federal grand ports.
jury under the Sherman law on counts
A dispatch to the Iteuter Telegram
charging price fixing.
Company from Paris, says that the
in
"It"
the
Contrary to tradition
military governor has ordered that no
September will not signal return of private motor car be allowed to leave
the oyster season, sea food dealers de- Paris.
clared. It is too hot yet, they say.'
Germany is now allowing the expor
Transfer of command of the Atlan- tation of coal which has been accum
tic battleship fleet from Rear Admiral ulatinsc for a, long time, says a dis
- Badger to Rear Admiral Fletcher will
patch to the Chronicle froin Copen
take place at Hampton Roads.
hagen.
No warships are to be taken away
Reports from France say that the
from Mexican waters at present and
of Westminster, at great risk to
duke
transfer of command of the fleet his own life, carried Captain Grenfell,
from Rear Admiral Badger to Rear who had been wounded, oüt of range
Admiral Fletcher has been postponed during
the fighting.
until next month.
Three years in prison was the sen
With the return to Washington of
imposed upon a private soldiei
tence
in
American naval officers, who were
Fischer by the military court
named
France at the time of the outbreak
corps at .Berlin,
of the war, it became known that Mrs. of the Third Army
just before the
expressed
George W, Goethals, wife of Governor for having
opinion that
the
Goethals of the Panama canal zone, opening of hostilities
in
Socialists
of
war
the
was arrested at Ville Franche as a in the event
off!
own
their
would
shoot
army
the
German spy shortly after th war
.

Western Newspaper Union Newg Service.

..

Washington.
President Wilson
sought to end the Colorado coal strike
Monday by appealing to employers
and employés to adopt a "tentative
basi3 for the adjustment of the
strike," drawn up by the commission
of conciliation appointed by Secretary
Wilson of the Labor Department.
The appeal was sent to the president
of the Colorado Fuel & Iron Company,
n
the chairman of the
Fuel Company, the president of the
Rocky Mountain Fuel Company and to
the officers of the United Mine
Workers of America. It was f
after the President had several conferences with Secretary Wil-

Victor-America-

son.

.

The basis of agreement offered by

the President includes the establishment of a three-yea- r
truce, subject to
the enforcement of the mining and
labor laws of Colorado; the return to
work of miners who have not been
convicted of law violations; the pro
hibition of intimidation of union or
nonunion men; the publication of cur
rent scale of wages and rules, and the
appointment of a grievance committee
by the employés.
The agreement provides that in
cases where the pfflcers of the com
pany or the grievance committees can
not settle difficulties, a commission of
three men named by the President
shall step in and act as the final
referee of all disputes.
Under the agreement the claim for
be
contractural
relations would
waived, no mine guards would be em
ployed, the federal troops now on duty
in the strike district would be with
drawn, picketing, parading, colonizing
or mass campaigning by the miners
would be stopped, and the suspension
of work would be prohibited pending
a decision by the commission. The expense of the commission would be divided between the employers and employés.
.

publish

Experience of a Nurse.
"In my experience as a

PolancLN.Y.

nurse I certainly think Lydia E. JPink-ham- 's
Vegetable Compound is a great

medicine, I wish all women with female troubles would take it I took it
when passing through the Change of
Life with great results and I always re
commend the Compound to all my patients if I know of their condition in
time, I will gladly do all I can to help
others to know of this great medicine."
Mrs. Horace Newman, Poland, Her
kimer Co., N.Y.
If you are ill do not drag along until
an operation is necessary, but at once
take Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound.

If yon want special advice writ
Lydia E.Pinkham Medicine Co.,
(confidential) Lynn, Mass.

The Wretchedness
of Constipation .
Can quickly be overcome by

.

'

cers.

,

y

.

--

.

CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS.
Purely vegetable
act surely and

lUMÍltKd

gently on tne
liver. Cure
Biliousness,

Head

ache,
ness, and Indigestion,

They do their duty.

SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.

Genuine must bear Signature

V Ailtii.lt' il
HAIR BALSAM

POPE SENDS, BLESSING.
Washington,
Monslgnor Bonzano,
the apostolic delegate, received a
cable from Rome in which Pope Bene
diet; XV extended the apostolic bene
diction to the delegation, the clergy
and the laity of the United States
The dispatch was in reply to a mes
sage sent to the Vatican by Monslgnor
Bonzano, which said:
"I pray your holiness to accept the
respectful congratulation and homage
of filial obedience and reverence, with
the wish of long and happy pontificate
In the name of the delegation, the
clergy and the faithful of the United
States, who implore your apostolic
benediction."
v.v '
The cable reply is signed by Car
dinal Ferratta, the newly selected
papal secretary of state, and says:
"The holy father Benedict XV wel
comes the homage and expressions of
filial piety sent by your excellency,
in the name of the delegation, the
clergy and the faithful of the United
States. He heartily thanks and blesses
them and in particular " your excel
y
lency."

my letter.,

There is scarcely a neighbor, around me
who does not use your medicine, "Mrs.
J. P. Johnson, R. No. 4, Box 30, Prince
ton, Illinois.

I

A toilet preparation of merit.
JBelpa to eradicate dandruff.

-

e

Comex- -

pound with such

,
-- .

For Reatorins Color and
ueauty to uray or r aaea ra air.
toe, ana luo at uruggiata.

W. N. U., DENVER, NO.

37-19- 14.

The world is always willing to give
a" man a boost after he has9 climbed
J
pretty close to the top.
..

Important to Mothers

Examine carefully every bottle ol
CASTORIÁ, a safe and sure remedy foi
infants and children, and see that It
Bears the
Signature of
Tn TTsfi For Over 30 Years.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
A He is too good to be wasted and
too subtle and uncertain in its results
to be kept around the house.
Bed Cross Bag Bloa, much better, goes
Get from any
grocer. Adv.

farther than liquid blue.

A woman must indeed be desperate
when she doesn't care who knows hei
age.

i
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STATE NEWS

8ELECTED BY REPUBLICANS

Western Newspaper Union New Service.
DATES FOR COMING EVENTS

County

8.

Fair at

self-mad-

Hugh Williams Nominated for Corpor
ation Commissioner- Names of
New Central Committeemen,
-

Farming-ton-

.

at
Western Newspaper Union News Service.
Sept.
Curry County Fair at
Santa Fé. Benigno C. Hernandez of
Sept.
Colfax County Fair at Rio Arriba county was nominated by
Springer.
Oct.
Dona Ana County Fair at the Republicans for Congress, and

Sept.

23-2-

24-2-

Tu-cumc-

Clo-vl- s.

6.

25-2-

1--

Quay County Fair

5.

6.

s.

lifts Cruces
34th Annual New Mexico
State Fair, Albuquernue.
Oct. 19. Live Stock and Products Exposition at Roswell.
Nov.
Meeting State Teachers'
Association at Albuquerque.
0.

.

23-2-

5.

New Mexico has 66,887 persons employed on farms. ;

.

Cantaloupe' shipments lately from
Ft Sumner have averaged four cars
a day. ,.
The Belgian government has granted amnesty to deserters if they will
return home.
Preparations are about complete for
annual Farmington fair
the thirty-fifton Sept.
Reports' from Arrey are to the effect
that that precinct went "wet" at the
recent election. ;
' Santa Rosawet, 36 majority;
dry, 35 majority; Ft. Sumner, wet, 2 majority.
The annual conference and camp
meeting of the Seventh Day Adventista of New Mexico was held at Ros-

:

h

15-1- 7.

-

o,

'

'

j
well.
By a vote of 824 to 473 the voters
x of Curry ,county rejected the proposi-

V

tion to establish a county high school
I
at Melrose.
Mrs. Mary C. Rooney of Fort Sumner is one of the heirs to a vast es
tate which is rapidly being settled in
v
Baltimore, Md.
J. M. Hawkins, postmaster at
nogordo for the past eleven years, has
snt in hi3 resignation to the postof-ficdepartment.
Ricardo Gauna, of near Barney, was
r fataüly injured in a runaway. He was
thrown from a wagon, the vehicle
passing over his body.
Edith L. Richmond, a nurse at the
United States Hospital for Tubercu
lous Soldiers, died' at Fort' Bayard after a fcravé struggle for life.
'
Mrs. Ernest Harms, wife of the
formen superintendent of the old Sil
ver City smelter, was killed in a rail
way, Wreck near Chihuahua, Mexico.
W. R. Jackson was shot and killed
by Archie F. Gibbs following a quarrel
at the old town of Montclair near
Carlsbad. 'Gibbs may be .fatally shot.
Ggvernor William C. McDonald has
named Arthurs C. Culver of Albuquer
que, Bernalillo county, and R. V. Ware
of State College, Dona Ana county,
notaries publid.
A certificate'.renewing the corporate
existence of the. Sierra County Bank,
at Hillsboro, foV another twenty years
was filed' in the office of the state
' '
incorporation commission.
Bill Arp. of almost everywhere, was
'
taken in charge by Marshal Harper
at a wagon yara m Artesia, on me
charge of stealing a horse and a sad
dle in Lincoln county.
Gross Kelly ji Co., of Las Vegas,
have applied tc-- the state corporation
commission for a six cent rate on
lumber, per 10ft pounds, from Glorieta
'
and intermediate points to Las Vegas,
Republican and Democratic nom
inees for congress and corporation
commissioner are preparing for a state
wide campaign, the itinerary to in
elude visits to every one of the twen
"
counties.
The state engineer has been in
formed that workmen are driving
piles on the Carrtaozo. bridge which
is to be a timber bridge built by the
state and paid for by the county of
Lincoln.
.
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Seldomrldge Attacks Bunko.
Poor Architect.
Washington. Traffic in public docu
e
man."
"He a
"I know. He surely made a mistake ments, especially the collection of
" state papers known as "messages of ,
In not consulting an expert"
the Presidents," was, attacked in
Seldomby Representative
Smile on wash day. That's when you use
Red Cross Bag Blue. Clothes whiter thaa rldge of Colorado. According to Selsnow. All grocers. Adv.
domrldge, many private firms have
succeeded in getting $59 a set for the
An Old Stone Weapon.
volume, while the government sells
A remarkable stone weapon, ex
them to all comers at $15.
tremely heavy and .shaped like a
small and effective Maori
"mere
American Imports Increase.
club but fitted with a long handle,
was recently found by a New Zealand-e- r
Washington.
Merchandise imin a cave in the Walkaremoana dis- ported into the United States during
trict. It was so heavy that it required July.(amounted to $160,178,133, the De-two hands to lift it, and it Í3 not pratment of Commerce
announced:
therefore likely to have been a weap Imports in July, 1913, and July, 1912,
on carried in. battle. Some of the were, respectively $139,061,770 and
Maoris themselves suppose it was $148,666,738. Merchandise valued at
merely used for dispatching prisoners $134,082,225 was exported last month
taken In war, others that it was left as compared with $160,990,778 in July
year and $148,885,355 in the
in the cave by Te Kooti In his historic
trek from Walkaremoana in the sev- same month of 1912.
enties. The probability is that it Is
very much older, and belonged to the MEASURE MOUNTAIN SNOWFALL.
Tuhoe or Urewera people, who fought
In earlier days all over that district Information Sought to Show Water
Available for Irrigation. '
The Manufacture of Rosaries.
Denver. Forest officers on the naAt Kandahar rosaries are extensively manufactured from soft crystallized tional forests in Wyoming will
with the United States Weather
silicate of magnesia. This Is .quarried
during the coming winter by
Bureau
from a hill about 30 miles northwest
securing
ah accurate record of the
of the city, where soapstone and an
density of snowfall in the.
depth
and
timony are also obtained in considerThis data is sought by the
mountains.
able abundance. The stone varies in
Bureau,
it is said, for the
Weather
yellow
light
a
to a bluish
color from
forecasts on the
basing
purpose
of
its
opaque.
generally,
is
The
white, and
most popular 'kind is straw colored probable amount of water available
A few speci for irrigation throughout the state. It
and
mens are of mottled greenish color, Is also of value to the forest service
brown, or nearly black. Rosaries and In its study of the climatic conditions
charms of various sorts are made for throughout the various national forest
exportation to Mecca. The waste pow regions of the West
According to local forestry officials,
der from the rosary Industry is used
general plan provides for the Inthe
as a remedy for heartburn.
stallation and reading of snow scales
located at elevations ranging from
In a Modern Restaurant
your
head eight to eleven thousand feet and on
Patron They tell me
representative sites in the different
chef has left Why is that?
types of forest growth and drainage
we
Well,
to
had
dis
sir,
Waiter
charge him. The manager hired a new areas. Beginning the last of Novemtango dancer and he couldn't afford to ber these scales will be read by for
est rangers at the end of each month
keep them both.
during the season of snowfall. It is
planned to place no less than twelve
A Prominent Trait
snow scales on each of the Beven forin.."
Dolby
is all
"I understand
ests in the state, covering the followegotism
sticks
quite.
still
His
"Not
ing principal drainages: North Platte,
out" Birmingham
Green, Snake, Upper Yellowstone (InEven when a man has a pull he cluding the Big Horn and Shoshone
rivers), and the Lower Yellowstone
sometimes has to be, pushed.
(all east of the Big Horn range.)f
A

NAMED

IS

N.

"

OF INTEREST TO ALL
NEW MEXICO

Sept.

SPANISH-AMERICA-

State Corporatipn Commissioner Hugh
L. Williams as candidate for the cor-- ,
poration commission. W. H. Andrews
was the only opposing candidate
whose name was placed before the
convention.
Ralph C. Ely of Deming, Luna coun
ty, was selected as chairman of the
Republican state central committee.
Lorenzo Delgado was elected secretary; Col. Jose D. Sena, assistant sec
retary, and W. D. Murray, of Silver
City, treasurer.
The personnel of the new central
committee is as follows: Bernalillo,
F. A. Hubbell, Jesus Romero, Albuquerque. Chaves, E. C. Cahoon, W. C.
Reid, Roswell. Colfax, T. H.' O'Brien,
Dawson; E. 0. Crampton, Raton. Cur
ry, C. H. Hammon, W, A. Havener,
Clovis. Dona Ana, Jose R. Lucero, H.
B. Holt, Las Cruces. Eddy, D. L,
Newkirk, Artesia; M. S. Groves, Santa
Fe, Grant, W. D. Murray, Matt Fovf-lerSilver City. Guadalupe, J. V. Gal
legoes, Fort Sumner; A. P. Anaya,
Fort Somner. Lincoln, Robert Brady,
Hondo; W. t E. Blanchard, Atabela,
Luna, C. J. Laughrenj Deming; H. H.
Williams, Santa Fe. McKinley, Gre&
ory Page, David Garcia, Gallup. Mora,
E. H. Biernbaum, Mora; J. R. Aguilar,
Wagon Mound. Otero, J. M. Fall,
Three Rivers; Edwin Mechem,
' Quay,
Murry W. Shaw, Tucumcari;' Pablo Garcia y Gonzales,
Naravisa. Rio Arriba, L. Bradford
Prince, Alex. Read, Santa Fe. Roose
velt, T, J. Molinarl, S. F. Anderson,
Portales. Sandoval, E. A. Miera,
Cuba; Esquipula Baca, Pena Blanca.
San Juan, L. F. Galles, Farmington;
George F. Bruington, Aztec. San Miguel, John W. Clark, Se.c. Romero, Las
Vegas. Santa' Fe, Celso Lopez, M. A.
,
Ortiz, Santa Fe.' Sierra, V. G.
Will M. Robinson, Hillsboro.
Socorro, J. Y. Aragón, Magdalena; H.
FOOD, FACTS
O. Bursum, Socorro. Taos, Malaqulas
What An M. D. Learned.
Martinez, A. A. Rivera,' Taos. Tor
rance, Reymundo Romero, Tajique;
A prominent Georgia physician went
Antonio Salazar, Estancia. Union, Eu through a food experience which ha
fracio Gallegos, Gallegos; H. J. Ham makes public.
mond, Clayton. Valencia, J. M. Luna,
"It was my own experience that
Los Lunas; M. P. Chaves, San Rafael. first led me to advocate Grape-Nut- s
food and I also know, from having
State Fair Baby Contest.
prescribed it to convalescents and
Albuquerque. In addition to pos other weak patients, that the food is a
sible participation in cash and other wonderful rebuilder and restorer of
prizes aggregating more than $1,500, nerve and brain tissue, as well as musbabies entered in the New Mexico cle. It improves the digestion and
state fair baby contest at Albuquer- sick patients gain very rapidly, Just
que, Oct. 5 to 10, will be given a care- as I did in strength and weight
ful physical examination and a report
"I was In such a low state that I
made to the mother by a committee had to give up my work entirely, and
of this state,
of three physicians, experts In child went to
life. A bank account of $100, to be but two months there did not improve
placed in. the bank offering the larg- me; In fact, I was not quite as well
est premium for he deposit and to as when I left home.
remain untouched until the child, is of
"My food did not sustain me and
preparatory school age, .will form the it became plain that I must change.
food
first prize.
Then I began to use Grape-Nut- s
and in two weeks I could walk a mile
without fatigue, and in five weeks reGet Your Patents.
takSanta Fe. Register Frank Delagdo turned to my home and practice,
again.
that
Since
up
hard work
of the United States land office is ing
have
felt as well and strong
time
I
persons
whom
for
compiling a list of
as
in my life.
ever
I
did
United States patents have arrived at
physician
who seeks to help
"As
a
the land office, but which have not
I
consider
sufferers,
it a duty to
all
been called for. Ityis said that more
Name given
public."
make
these
facts
than 100 patents await callers in
Mich.
Creek,
Co.,
by
Battle
Postum
Santa Fe county alone.
when
Trial 10 days of Grape-Nutregular food does not seem to sustain
To Face Trial on Four Indictments.
the body, works wonders. "There's a
'
Estancia. The officers of this coun Reason."
ty are t taking steps to bring back
Look in pkgs. for the famous little
from lexaa Robert & Howe, against book, "The Road to Wellville."
whom four indictments are pending in
Ever read the above letter!, A new
appears from time to time. They
this county, one for murder and three orne
are genuine, true, and (all of huma
,
tatereat.
for burglary.
-
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COMFORTABLE
Write for Catalog and
Prices
The
M.

s

i'

Kendiie-Boltfío-
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& S. Company

DENVER. COLO.

WOLCOTT SCHOOL
The West's Leadinsr School for Girls.
Equipment Fully Accredited. HiKh Grade. Opens Septe

tember 16th.
Address

Catalogue on request.

WOLCOTT

SCHOOL

Department A, Denver, .Colorado.
Motorcycle

Bargains

and rebuilt motorcycles.
must mil (Jnaranteed;
dhlpnod subject to Inspection.
101) different machtnes.Send
U
list and cacalo of the Bir X.
Th Mad Auto Oyolb Co., 14th & Bdwy., Denver
Wasters Distributors of Bxcelslor Autocodes
Uoed
,Wb

s,

"

i

FOR THE FARM.
ER'S HOME. BE

Fully Accredited
If you are lookinr for a real
good school for your son or
dauffhter to attsnd, you wtU
do well to Investígate Th
CENTRAL

BUSINESS

COLLEGE

201 15th Btwet. Denver,
Colo. Write today for catalog
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Business Cards

U

'Dr. S. Locke, D, D. S.

Everbody Reads
THE JOURNAL Tucumcari Hospital

f

0f
o

Why? Because it Prints
Today's News Today
and Lots of it. And because it is independent
in politics and wears the
collar of no political par-

Will be in ROY Sept. 20-2- 4
to clo your Dental work.
Watch this Space For
.

Of Holstein
Heiffers, At Goodmans' Correl.
Roy N; M.. Saturday, Sept, 19
1914; at 2 P. M. Seven head of
good dairy heiffers one and two
years old. Terms, Cash.
S. B. Shannon.

.

V'

;

Alfred Davenport came m Sat
urday from Dodge City Kansas
and will be here in future to help
his brother Jess in his many
He has been
enterprises.
threshing for weeks and is glad
of the change.

ranch over in the Red River
breaks came in this week with
his brother Oscar Kidd and the
two will sta rt ranching it at once
They are of a line of Texas cattle
men and seem to know the business. We are glad to welcome
them and wish them success.

Dr. Brady of Dawson passed
thru town Wednesday- en route
to his old home in Kentucky to
visit while convalescing from the
recent operation for appendicitis
to which he was subjected.
-

W. II. Willcox ahd wife drove
to Springer Sunday in their Auto
returning Monday
evening.
.

They were guests of friends in

Springer.

-

READ THE

BARBER SHOP
New Baih Room and
date Fixtures.

up-t- o
""

'

A modern Barber Shop.

i AICE THE
SPANISH-AMERICA- N

J Th

Best

weeiviy

EM

1

murine

A. L.
Hanson,
Deputy State Game Warden
Hunting Licenses Executed
Everybody desiring to carry a gun for any purpose
y must secure a Hunting License whether he hunts on
H his own property or elsewhere.
m'l"m?vwu,

wm'uwmQmmwtiswpr wm

Field's First Need.
priest was called upon to pray
over the barren fields of his parishion- er8. He passed from one inclosure to
another, and pronounced his benediction until he came to a most unpromising case. He surveyed the sterile
acres in despair. "Ah!" said he,
use to, pray here this
"brethren-nneeds fertilizing." San Francisco ArÁ

Ghe

Mrs. S. Tylfer,
Proprietress

-

,
Shining-Examples-

;

IT HAPPENS

THE

DAY

ALL THE HEWS

THE

WAY IT HAPPENS

Favorabfe train service places the REGULAR EDITION of the
Albuquerque Evening Herald in most parts of the state ahead of
every other daily paper:
.

THE EVENING HERALD
ALBUQUERQUE,

50 Cents per Fonth

NEW MEXICO.,

-

$5.00 per Year

Best 0? service,
Reasonable Rates

DOOOOOd

-

Peculiar Form of Currency.
Along the African coast axes are the
accepted, currency.

FAIR IN POLITICS; DEMOCRATIC IN PRINCIPLE.
ALL THE HEWS

New Management,

.

The brightness of many a young
man consists largely of waistcoats
and neckties.

Orient!

Hotel,

- .

Daily Stock Market Quotations, including Cattle, Sheep, Hogs,
Hay and Grain.

new mexico

5 lerri

23

'

News of New Mexico and Eastern Arizona by Special Corre-

111

$1.50 PER YEAR

gonaut

News of the World by Associated Press Leased Wire.

N

N. M

1

Webb Kidd, who was here
some weeks ago and bought a

,

spondents.

:

THE ROY

Albuquerque
Morning Journal

R. 1.

ALBUQUERQUE

:

C. A. ARMOUR, Prop.,

PUBLIC SALE:

.

Wantedto buy a span of mares
young and weight 1000 lbs. also
want to buy wagon will pay right
Address:
Frank J. Lukasck
Roy N. M,
s

TUCUMCARi,

BY MAIL

-

Sept.
macy to care for the Dental needs
of his friends. See his adv. if
you forget the date.

l pd

Drs. Noble & Doughty,

Roy
at the Fairview Phar-

20--3- 4

T

M

Dr. S. Locke will be in

OOOCOCOCXXXXXXXOC)000000000

N

Coil in N.

X-Ra- y'

Graduate Nurses.

60 cts. A' MONTH

Office with Dr. M. D. GIBBS.
10EZ
)CZ3i5'
Cgci51l

pi-ices-

Largest

ty.

Dates-Depend- able

Work at Reasonable Prices.
Teeth Extracted Without Pain.

Modern Equipment,

H6e Yarieti
Machine
Works,

City of Apartment. Houses.
Dwelling houses are fast becoming C. E. Anderson (El Sonn, Propr's,
only a memory in New York city. Few Well Equipped with Poweif Machinery
new ones are built every year, but hun- for all kinds of Shop work
dreds are torn down.to make room for General Blacksmithing,
business buildings or big apartments.
Engine and Automobile Work,
Today the metropolis Is a city of

apartment houses.
Goodness Worth Searching For.
How much human goodness lies hidden and unsuspected in lives and conditions the most unpromising and uncongenial to its development! To find
these flowers of goodness where least
expected forms one of the happiest
surprises of human experience, and is
a. discovery which "warms and inspires
the heart. The Christian Register.

Wagon and Carriage Work
a Specialty.
HorseJShoeing, Pump and
Band-saand Planer
'
Work.
Pipe-Fittin-

-

,

V

All

Work

g.

Guarantied,

Roy, iNew''Mex- -

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

brown color with a grain like
It is of a solid color, makes
good furniture lumber and wooid be
excellent for hardwood house trimrose-woo-

VAST WEALTH TO

BE GAIUED FROM

d.

SPORT.

Standing of Western I.eniiue Club.
Clubs
Won. Lost. Pet
mings. ..
Sioux City
..87 50 .S5
.
79
59
.572
Guapage is a very hard compact Denver
78
69
.560
St Joseph
wood having the grain and density of Des Moines
...72 68 .514
65
Lincoln
73
.471
ironwood. It is very heavy and of a Omaha
75
.
.62
.46J
solid red color. It is capable of a high Topeka
81
.41
...68
Wichita .
51
85
.375
polish and would
.

THE TIMBER FORESTS OF HEXIGO

:

They Extend From the United States Border on the North to the
Isthmus of Tehuantepc on the South; Containing an Abun-danof Oak and Pine Trees and Having a Width Ranging From 100 to 300 Miles Cabinet Woods Profuse.
ce

New York. One may travel over
thousands of miles of railway In Mexico and see hardly a tree of commercial timber.
The average visitor,
therefore,' obtains the Impression that
Mexico Is practically forestless. But
as a matter of fact the timber resources of Mexico are vast in extent
and value.
Extending nearly from the United
States border on the north o the Isthmus of Tehuantepec on the south is an
almost unbroken pine and oak forest
that has a width, ranging from one to
three hundred miles. During the last
few years of the Diaz administration

nut It has about, the same grain as
mahogany.
Jt is capable of a very

high polish and Is no more difficult to
work than walnut. The zapote chico, which belongs to
the same family as the zapote mamay,
Is one of the finest woods in Mexico
It la ofa clear, deep, reddish brown'
color and takes a very fine polish. It
is almost indestructible, for it will
stand in fresh and salt water, mud,,
air and wet Boil better than steel or
lroru On account of Ithese valuable
qualities it is now being used extensively for wharf building. The sea
worm will not attack It It is a very
large tree, the trunk being generally
50 feet to the first limb.
The zapotillo colorado belongs to the
same' family as the two preceding
woods. It is very close grained and
hard and takes an excellent polish. It
has the grain of hickory but looks like
a light colored oak. This tree often
grows three feet in diameter and generally affords some fifty feet of trunk
without knots. "
The zapotillo bianco is a beautiful
white wood with a .slight yellowish
tinge. It is very even in, color and
somewhat heavier than white pine, but
h Í
of much finer grain. It is an excellent wood for inside house finishings.
Palo maria very much resembles
mahogany In color, grain and weight.
It is of a uniform light brown color.
t.
It stands wet well and is much esteemed by the people of the regions
where jt grows for building purposes.
It is a large tree, being from fifty to
one hundred feet to the first limb,
with a trunk quite clear of knots.
Red cedar Is one of the best known
woods in Mexico. It is. of an exceedingly even color and fine grain, and is
extensivély used for making cigar
boxes arid lead pencils. In Mexico It
is also used for the construction of
chests and bureauB, as the scent of
the cedar drives away moths and insects that destroy clothes.
Maccayá resembles hickory very
much in color, grain, hardness and
weight It is used by the Indians for
the manufacture of wagon stock. ;
Palo colorado is of a rich, light coffee color. ... It is a little heavier than
mahogany and of very close grain.
very high polish easily.
It takeB-a
This
fine
is
furniture wood.
,'
"Si
mm
Coralillo is so called on account of
':&í i,
$: v:o
the supposed resemblance of the color
of the wood to coral. It Is much the
same as the palo colorado in color and
grain. It is also an excellent furniture
wood and capable of a fine polish.
' Granadilla is a kind of rosewood of
Section of Pine Forest of Mexico.
a rich reddish brown color with seal
"
many Americans purchased large brown markings in the form of wavy
tracti of the valuable timber, and HneB. It is heavier and more compact
their exploitation of this natural than mahogany. It is one of the most
wealth had Just begun when war put promising of the undeveloped woods
of Mexico.
a stop to operations.
Gateado is one of the most peculiar
Besides the pine and oak there are
many kinds of cabinet wood3 that woods in Mexico. It looks somewhat
grow profusely - on big areas in like rosewood, but is much heavier.
Mexico. It Is stated that of the woods Its chief beauty, and it Is one of the
s
to be found in Mexico
are most beautiful of woods, consists in
valuable for furniture and fine wood- - the curiously marked variations of col'
work of all kinds, while all with a ors which the grain of the wood prevery few exceptions can be used as sents. It is of a deep yellow color
ordinary utility woods. Ia fact, at the heavily marked with seal brown and
present time many woods in Mexico light brown Btripes of an . irregular
which would bring very high prices if form and size, All the wood requires
properly Introduced to the furniture to finish It Is polish, for it has alljthe
markets are now being used for rail- - natural colors that are produced In
,way ties and construction work. A most cases in the United States by the
brief description of some of the woods use of stains and fillings of different,
'
,
kinds.
follows:
Balsamo is another of the good
The zapote mamay is a dark cinnamon brown and very much like wal hardwoods of Mexico. It is light

'J,-

s

vvl--

'

.

.

i

make excellent furniture wood.
Huisach resembles hickory In color,
grain, weight and density. This is one
of the best general woods in Mexico.
It is used in making carriages and
wagons, and other things which require a combination of strength, polish
and weight
Jicaco is like maple in grain, density and weight but is slightly more
reddish In color.
Rabo de lagarto (alligator's tall) is
of a cinnamon brown, running often
Into a yellowish brown. On account
of its even color, its easiness In working and its beautiful variegated grain
this wood makes fine lumber for trimmings of all kinds, including fancy
panels.
Campanillo la of about the same
grain and color as dark maple, but
slightly lighter. It Is easily worked
and, like rabo de lagarto, makes fine
house trimmings, wainscoting, etc.
Palo bianco is, of about the grain
and density of red pine. It ranges in
color from a brownish white to a deep
cream color. On account of Its beautiful wavy grain it makes fine furniture
and house trimmings.
Palo de agua looks like white pine
but Is very much finer in grain. It
has a beautifully marked grain. On account of its being easily worked it
can be used to advantage in house
trimmings and the back parts of furniture.
Sombrerete la another fine Mexican
hardwood. It looks like checked maple, but It is slightly lighter in weight
and darker in color. The wood has
brown markings on a light background. It would be excellent for furniture.
,
Tepesuchil Is a beautiful wood to
look at but is somewhat difficult to
work on account of Its uneven grain.
It is about as heavy as soft maple and
has much the grain of hard maple.
It is of a brownish yelllow In color.
Jonote is almost as light as cork.
It is used by the Mexicans for razor
strops and rafts. It is from one to
two feei thick. It Is believed it would
make excellent paper pulp, and on account of its rapid growth it could be
planted for this purpose.
.

George C. Patterson,
last year's
captain of the University of Michigan
eleven, has been selected the new assistant football coach for the Univer-sitof Texas, succeeding Rix.
The scheduled twenty-rounbout
which, was to take place at .Hibbing,
Mich., between Pal Brown of Hibbing
and Stanley Yoakum of Denver never
happened. The authorities prohibited
the bout when the preliminary boxers
were about to enter the ring.
Thursday's racing program at Rocky
Ford, Colo., which included seven dif--"
ferent events, proved excellent sport
There were a number of exciting fin
ishes that had the big crowd on tiptoe. In the second heat of the first
race George F., driven by Jack
Sproule, broke his right hind leg. The
animal was shot.
y

d

GENERAL.

Butte's first day of martial law was
without disturbances.
The Montana
national guard occupied the courthouse, and city hall.
Fires in the Cushing, Okla., oil fields
started by lightning, destroyed approximately 300,000 barrel of oil and a
number of steel tanks. - The loss is estimated at $400,000.
A petition in bankruptcy with liabilities listed at more than $1,800,000
was filed in the Federal District Court
in New York by Carl F. Boker and
Herman N. Boker & Co., dealer s in
steel, metal and hardware.
The application of the United
States' government for a receiver for
oil lands in Kern county, California,
worth $10,000,000, was denied in the
United States District Court by Judge
Morris T. Dooling at San Francisco.
Major C. F. Cramer of Columbus,
Ohio, was elected commander in chief
and Scranton, Pa., was chosen for the
1915 convention by' the United Spanish War Veterans in eleventh annual
convention .at Louisville. Omaha and
San Francisco had wanted next year's
.

convention..

,

A ten per cent cut in the wages of
all mine, mill, shop and smelter employes of the Calumet & Hecla MinCAUGHT
BY WAR IN EUROPE ing, Co., was put into effect
at Calumet, Mich. Depression of the copper
Miss Julia Von L. Meyer, With Par--( market since the start of the Euroents, Is Among Americans In
pean war was responsible for the
Abroad Affected by War.
wage decrease, mine officials declared. About 12,000 men are affected.
Miss Julia von L. Mey. New York.
A riot aboard the German steamer
er, the unmarried daughter of tho
Bluecher,
at anchor in the harbor of
former secretary of the navy and Mrs.
Pernambuco,, Brazil, In which" three of
the Bluecher's crew and fifty of her
800 steerage passengers were killed,
was described by passengers aboard
the Brazilian steamer Sao Paulo on
her arrival at New York from Brazilian ports, whence she sailed at the
commencement of the European war.
A Russian army of 72,000 men,
transported from Archangel, Russia,
was landed at Aberdeen, on the east
coast of Scotland, on Aug. 27, and conveyed on special trains to Harwich,
2i
Grimsby and Dover where transports
were waiting to take them to Ostend,
In Belgium, according to officers and
K
passengers of the Cunard liner, Mau- i

.

0lmml

two-third-

from Liverpool.
Mrs. Helen D. Longstreet, widow of
Í
General Longstreet of the Confederacy, filed a voluntary petition of bankruptcy in the United States District
Court át Newark, N. J. Mrs.
resides in Atlantic Citv.
Her
liabilities are $22,236 and assets'
Mist Julia von L. Meyer.
The assets are made up of propGeorge von L. Meyer, was caught by erty in Gainesville, Ga.,
her former
the war on the continent while tour- home. Mrs. Longstreet gives her ocing Europe with her mother and
cupation as that of an author and
"Mil .

,

.

Í

Í.

Long-sTxe-

$16,-20-

iournalist

et
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Simon Benfer
' ,.
vs
v
Gertrude E Benfer

Good Rooms, Mora,

Competent Service.,

.

V

In the District Court, County of
.

'

October Term, A., D. '1914.

r

Block

Great-W(ester- n

2323

"

Ida E. WaUon,1 Prop.

First Class Meals,

Notice For Publication

NOTICE OF PUBLICATION

The Roy Cafe
Mr

SPANISH-AMERIC-

GertrateE.

The said defendant,

Benfer, Is hereby notified that a suit

Roy, N; M.

has
in Divorce
in
the
against" you

commenced

been

District .Court for
the County of Mora State of New

,
Peculiar
In Borneo winged creatures are encountered where one' would least expect them. Flying, flsh. the size of
herrings, are found in all the waters,
and there is he flying fox.
bat, w'hich the Ma,
,
lays call "kruang." '
Winged-Creatures.-

Mexico, by said Simon Benfer on' the
ground óf abandonment that- unless
you enter or cause to be entered your
appearaoce in said suit on or before
the $8th day of. September A. D, 19Í4
-

the'-well-kno-

fruit-eátin- g

decree PRQ.CONFÉSSO therein will
be rendered against yqu.

Bt Lusk Esq. , TitoMelknez
WAITED: -- A few Pigs weigh- - J. Roy
Clerk
New Mexico.
ing 25 to 50 pounds. . .Call, at Attorney for Plaintiff,
Variety Machine Works. Kdy
'
.

i

I

New Mexico,

Seal

Restaurant
B lan c a
C as

Department of the Interior,
U. S. tiaúd office at Clayton, N. M.
r
; Aug 12 1914. Notice is hereby given that Belle
Morford of David N. M, who, on
Emilia Romero Josephine Pacheco
June 19 l'ftll, made HE Serial No.
Proprietors
013414'for NEJ Seo.'. 18 Township 18 N.
Range 30 E. N. M. P. Meridian has
Good Meals. 25cts
filed notice of intention to make final
"to
claim
to
establish
three year proof,
We feed you well and treat you right
the land above described before W.H.
Willcox U. S. Commissioner,, at, Across from the Bank, Roy,N.M.
his office at Roy,N. M. on the 24 day
:
of Sept, 1914..
Claimant names as' witnesses:
NOTICE TOR PUBLICATION.
New
Mex.
of David
ra "Wood,
" ... Department of the Interior."
John H.Wood
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
"
"
Julian Gonzales
July 2!) 1914
Notipfi is herebv triven that JasDer
Jose Tranquilina Garcia Albert N M.
N. Nutter of Roy, Mora County, New
Paz Valverde,
Mexico, who, on Oct. 8, 1910, made H.
Register,
E. Serial No. 012225, tor the U
Sftc. 14 and the Wl SW
Section 13
To'wnship 20 N. Range 26 E., N. M.
Notice For Publication
P. Meridian, tías mea nonce or in
Department of the interior,
tention to make Three Year Proof,
to
establish claim to the land above
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
before W. H. Willcox, U. S.
described,
) :
,..
Aug. 12 1914.
Commissioner, at his office at Roy,
Notice is hereby given that George New Mexico, on the 14th day óf Sept.
i Cochrane of Mills, N. M.who on Feb. ran. v
Claimant names as witnesses.
26, 1908 made HE Serial 01167 Add'l
M. Tower
George
08704 for
WJ. SEfcSJ-NE- J
9 5
8
Oscar Blunk
J
and
and NEJ-SE- J
,
Édwin F. Ivey
.
Sec, 12, Township21 North Range 25 'E
Thomas C. Scott
All of Roy, Mora Co., New Mexico
N. m. P. Meridian, has filed notice
'
of intention to make final Five year
proof, to establish claim to the land
NOTICE FOR .PUBLICATION.
aboVe described, before F H Foster,
U.S. Commissioner at his office 'at Roy Department of the Interior.
Ü. S. Land Oitice at Clayton, w. jvi..
New Mexico on . the 24 day. of Sept.
'
.
T
TAI
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k

su,
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FREE

.FREE
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8--

SEJ-NW-

1

WJLj

I

juiy v
Nnt.ifft is herebv civeir th"at Pietro

'

.914.

x

Claimant names as witnesses, ,
Ben W. Hobson
M.
Lew Peiffer
Sam Fessler
2
all of Mills, N. M.
'
Paz Valverdé, - Register.

Coso of Roy New Mexico, who on
made H. E. No. 24706 Serial No 06759
for NWi;. Sec. 10, Township21N Range
26 E., N. M. P.. Meridian, has filea
Five
notice of intention to make
Year Proof, to estaDllsh claim ..to tne
land above described, before F. H.
Foster, IT. S. Commissioner, at his
the 14th
office, at Roy, N. M., on
r '
'
day of Sept. 1914.
Cfraimant names as witnesses.
Bernardo Rigoni,
'
Giacomo Rigoni,'
Landro Archuleta
, John Schneider
8
5
All of Roy New Mexico
-8

v

...

I

9--

Notice to the Public

On accoünt of the heavy movement
of grain and other crops, the railroad
companies traversing this state urge
the necessity of all shipper expediting
the movement of same by prompt re
leasing of cars at destination, and the
loading of all cars to their maximum
capacity in order to prevent a scarcity
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
of cars for shipment of crops and Department of the Interior.
'
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
other freight.
- July 29 1914.
All shippers will be rendering a com
Notice is hereby given that Albert
mendable public service by complying S. Hoskins, of Roy, Ne Mexico, who
made H. E. and Add.
with the desires of the railroad com on
Sec.
09023,
for
and
05285
Serial
panies in this respect and this Commis AA anA vl.TMWl-So- f
2:?. Ni SWi Sec.
sion would urgt) that this be ;done in ii .n.'. Ni.NF.i Sec. 2H. T:wnship 20N
every instance possible. On account Range 27 E. N.M.P. Meridian, has
man.o ,
of the war situation and the blockad- filed notice 01 mienuuu iu claim
to
establish
Proof,
'ive Year
ing of exports at water 'terminals
many cars are tied up for extensive to the lana aDove oescnueu, uciuic
uv
Foster. TI. S. Commissioner at
periods, and those in service between his itoffice,
at Roy, N. M., on the 1hel4
inland points are urged to be released
Sept. 1914.
of
day
,
- "
promptly, arid loaded tó capacity.
,
Claimant names as wuue&sea.
STATE CORPORATION COMMISWilliam 'Bowman
bU tat f Rtnpiria
t
;
.,
SION.
.
v
R. W. Mitchell,'
R. w.Boulware,
Santa Fe N.M. August 13 1914.
Mexico.
.
All of Roy New
y
Ancient Cult of the Flycatcher.
Beelzebub was the fly god of Ekron
(referred to In II Kings 1:2, 3, 4 and
lfn. The ereat god Baal was some
times worshiped as" the "lord of the
off the mes
fiv."
' as he who drives- are now man.js
The flies were therr and
Aro You
worst enemies in Palestine and Egypt
We remember well how we.had to be
continually fighting them on witn tans
when we were traveling in those lanas
The flies settled on the eyes of the
children and literally sucked out their
eyesight. Christian Herald.
1
8--

Memoirs of Napoleon
In?three Volumes

1

The personal reminiscences of Baron dé Meneval,

for

SJ-S-

:

A SPECIAL OFFER TO OUR READERS

t

arrangement with .the publishers of Collier's, The
National Weekly, we' are able to give these valuable and interesting
this, publiMemoirs free with a year's subscription to Colliers and
cash subscription; price of
cation, at a price lesjj than the lowest-ne- t
the two papers. Only :a limited quantity of these Memoirs is
available, however, so to get the benefit of this special offer you
.
,
must act quickly.;. ,
.
By special

,

.

.

.

;

-

the one big, fearless, independent Weekly of the whole
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thirteen years private secretary to Napoleon Bonaparte,
bring out, as no history can, many enlightening and
interesting side lights on the character of that greatest of
leaders. De Méneval's.. descriptions have the piquancy
and interest "possible' only because he was an actual
witness of the scenesand incidents of .which he, writes.
Their reliability arid historical interest can be judged by...
the fact that the very conservative French Academy
publicly recommends them.
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Tum KÍnda of Economy.
can take a dipie to the
vpr rnunter of the butcher's shop
a better bárgain than
nnrl
make,
but a man can wear
man co Id
a wnman

st:e

.

The Woman's Tonic

a two dollar hat till It turns green,

while a woman can wear a 25 one
only till her friends know it by sight
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DOUGLAS

MEN'S S WOMEN'S
SHOES

$2.50. $3.00

PRESIDENT APPEALS TO EVERY PATRIOTIC CITIZEN TO AID IN GIACONO DELLA CHIESA MADE
CARDINAL MAY 25, 1914.
BEARING OF BURDEN OF INCREASED TAXES AND IN MEET- ING UNFORSEEN

CRISES ARISING FROM CLASH IN EUROPE.

.50. $3.75. $4
$4.50 and $5.00
BOYS'

SHOES

$1.50, $1.75, $2
$2.50 k $3.00

f

;
Archbishop of Bologna One of the
150
fVw'A
.
Width
Washington, Sept. 5.'
Style
President And yet without additional revenue
Youngest Members of the Sacred
Wilson personally addressed Con- that plainly might become necessary
College.
J.. V fM!
gress In Joint session Friday, urging and the time when it became neces
legislation to raise $100,000.000 a year sary could not be controlled or deter
mined by the convenience of the coun Western Newspaper Union News Service.
additional revenue through Internal try.
Rome. - Cardinal Giacono Delia
taxes to meet a treasury deficit
f Bwr of J
by
Chlesa, elected pope by the sacred colIt would have to be determined
Europe.
"conflict
in
threatened by the
the operations and necessities of the lege on Thursday. SeDt. 3. in succes
The President said:
treasury itself. Such risks are not sion to Pius X., who died Aug. 20, was YOU CAN SAVE MONEY
bv wearlnr ths "W. Ik Douglas shoes becaus for
Gentlemen of the Congress: Í come necessary and ought not to be run. created a cardinal May 25, 1914. lie SÍ
yaara I h&Te guaranteed their Talus by haying
my
name and the retail price stamped en the sole
to you today to discharge a duty which We cannot too scruDulouslv or careful is the archbishop of Bologna, Italy.
before the shoes leavs the factory, which protects
wearer against high prices for Inferior shoe
I wish with all my heart I might have ly safeguard a financial situation
He was born at Pegli, in the diocese the
ox otner mattes,
xne w. Xm juougias anoea are
worth what you pay for them.
been spared; but it is a duty which is which is, at best, while war continues of Genes, Nov. 21, 1854, and was or always
The next time you need shoes, look In Uie shoe dealer!
very clear, and therefore I perform it In EuroDe. difficult and abnormal, dained a priest Dec. 21; 1878. He window for W. U Douglas shoes. Try a pair and yon
will be conrlnced that for style, fit and wear, they ara
without hesitation or apology. I come Hesitation and delay are the worst served as secretary of the nunciature nneqnallfdfor the price.
If the W. 1 Douglas shoes are net for sale In yrf
to ask very earnestly that additional forms of bad policy under such condi In Spain from 1883 to 1887, in which ricinity,
order direct from factory. Shoes sent
free tn the U. S. Write for lllusa
years he was appointed secretary to (rated Pottage
revenue bo provided for the govern- tions..
Catalog showing how to order by mall.
'
W. U uou uuLa, loo spars: bu, .Bromeo, Maas.
'
the late Cardinal Rampolla.
ment.'
Ought Not to Borrow.
secre
appointed
was
substitute
He
During the month' of August there
And we ought not to borrow. We
was, as compared with the correspond- ought to resort to taxation, although tary of state in 1901, and in 1907 he A GOOD GOLIPLEXIOH
was elected to the post of adviser to
ing month of last year, a falling off of we may regret
necessity of put the holy office.
the
GUARANTEED. USE ZONA POMADE
$10,629,538 in the revenues collected
ting additional temporary burdens on
In 1907 he was appointed papal nun the beauty powder compressed with healing
from customs. A continuation of this our people. To sell bonds would be
cio
of Madrid, in succession to Mon- agents, you will never be annoyed by pimproportion
same
decrease . In the
to make most untimely and unjustifi signor Rianaldlni, but this appoint
ples, blackheads or facial blemishes. If
throughout the current fiscal year able'
demand on the money market; ment was canceled three days later. not satisfied after thirty days trial your
would probably mean a loss of cus- untimely
because this is manifestly This incident had occurred just before dealer will exenange tor 50c in otner gooas.
toms ' revenues of from $60,000,000 to not
the time to withdraw working he was made archbishop of Bologna.
Zona has satisfied for twenty years try it
$100,000,000.
capital from other uses to pay the
The choice falls on a cardinal or at our risk. At dealers or mailed, 50c
government's bills; unjustifiable, be Italian birth, as was expected from
War Conditions Blamed.
Z0ÜA C0I.ÍPAHÍ. VnOHITA, KANSAS
tradition, and also from the disturbed
,
I need not tell you to what this cause unnecessary.
The country is able to pay any Just conditions in Europe.
falling off is due. It is due in chief
v
and
reasonable taxes without distress.
that
part not to the reduction recently made
was at the age of twenty-fou- r
It
in the customs duty, but to the great And to every other form of borrowing. the new pope was ordained in the is constantly growing in favor because it
decrease in importations: and that is whether for long periods cr for short, Driesthood. He soon attracted the at Does Not Stick to the Iron
due to the extraordinary extent oí the there is the same objection.
tention of Cardinal Rampolla, later and it will nof injure the finest fabric. For
secretary of state for Pope .Leo XIII laundry purpose sit has no equal. 16 01.
industrial area affected by the present
Money Market Is Bad.
war in Europe.
When Cardinal Rampolla was made
3 more starch for same money.
These are not the circumstances, nuncio to Madrid, he took Monsignor package 10c.
Conditions have . arisen which no this is at this particular moment and
DEFIANCE STARCH CO Omaha, Nebraska
man foresaw; they affect the world in this particular exigency not the Delia Chlesa with him as secretary oi
of commerce and economic production, market to borrow large sums of nunciature. On Cardinal Rampolla s
and they must be faced and dealt money. What we are seeking is to return to Rome to become secretary
of state- - for the Vatican, Monsignor
,Nwith.
ease and assist every financial trans
Chlesa entered the secretarial
HAVE YOU ANY?
It would be very unwise to postpone action, not Xo add a single additional Delia
"minutamiti,"
one
of
the
as
state
of
a
Delay
such
in
dealing with them.
WRITE US.
embarrassment to the situation.
or "minor officials, until 1901, when he
matter, and in the particular circumThe people of this country are both was arjüointed substitute to tne secre
stances in which we now find our- intelligent and profoundly patriotic.
and also secretary of the cypher 113 W. SOUTH WATER STR., CHICAGO
selves as a nation, might involve con- They are ready to meet the present tartat secretary
to the secretary oí
As
sequences of the most embarrassing conditions in the right way and to
Cardinal Delia Chlesa was
and most deplorable sort, for which I, support the government with gener- state,
broueht into notable prominence GOODYEAR TIRES AT
for one, would not care to be responsi- ous
They know and under- throughout
PRICES
the Catholic hierarchy, but
ble.
stand, and will be Intolerant only of
of
time
at
that
not
was
his position
those who dodge responsibility or are cardinalist rank. On the accession or
The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.
Situation It Dangerous.
'
not frank with them.
"No war prices on Goodyear
announce
Chiesa
Monsignor
Delia
X.,
In
very
the
dangerous
Pope
Pius
It would be
continued in the secretariat until uec Tires." Mr. F. A. Sieberling, president
Must Accept Inevitable.'
present circumstances to create a mo16, 1907, when the pope gave him a of the Company, thus explains their,
ment's doubt as to the strength and
The occasion Is not of our own mak
sufficiency of thé treasury of the ing. We had no part in making It noted promotion to the position of unique position.
'
"We advanced Goodyear prices, as
United States; its ability to assist, to But it is here. It affects us as direct archbishop of the important see of
'
did theirs, 'when the rubber
others
steady and- sustain the financial oper- ly and palpably almost as if we were Ttnlnena.
cj
For séven years he administered tne panic came. Almost in a day crude
ations of the country's business.
participants in the circumstances
even
see of Bologna with notable success, rubber rose In New York from 65 cents
If the treasury is known or
which gave rise to it.
May last, Pope Pius X. named per pound to much over a dollar.
our
thought to be weak where will be
vWe must accept the inevitable with until in
"The New York supply was too
among
industrial
whole
.thirteen members of the
him
peace of mind? The
calm judgment and unruffled spirits,
activity of the country would be like men accustomed to deal with the hierarchy to receive the red hat. Aren small to consider. We cabled our
among London people to buy up the pick of
chilled and demoralized. Just now the unexpected, habituated to take care of hishon Berfn of Quebec was
at
that the rubber there. By acting quickly
named
peculiarly difficult financial problems themselves, masters of their own af the other cardinals
of and paying cash they obtained 1,500,-00- 0
prelates
being
of the moment are being successfully fairs and their own fortunes. We shall time, the others
and
Germany
pounde of the finest rubber.
Austria,
dealt with, with great self possession pay the bill, though we did not delib Spain, France,
big supply of rubber is now
"That
Judg
Italy.
and good sense and very sound
erately incur it.
pope
in
new
on the way to the Goodyear
nearly
of
the
all
full
title
of
The
process
ment; but they are only in
pope; factory in Akron. It constitutes the
will
be
XV.,
Revenue.
$100,000,000
Add
Benedict
to
addition
being worked out.
Rome, successor of St best of the London supply.
In order to meet 'every demand upon Wshon of
Would Keep Treasury Solid.
pontiff 'of the Univer
"We aré using the same grade of
the treasury without delay or per ad Peter, supreme
be
pn
to
process
solution
is
of
west,
patriarch
of
the
church,
and the same amount of it as
If the
rubber
sal
keep
the
venture,
and in order to
completed, no one must be given rea- treasury strong, unquestionably strong, mnto of Ttalv. archbishop and metro we always have used in these tires.
son to doubt the solidity and adequacy and strong throughout the present politan of the Roman province, aren
"We are running our factory with
Bologna.
of the treasury of the government
hours
shifts of men, twenty-fou- r
of
three
anxieties. I respectfully urge that ad nishon
which stands behind the whole meth- ditional revenue of $100,000,000 be
When Monsignor Delia Chlesa was á day. So long as we remain In this
in
od by which our difficulties are being
through internal taxes devised civfln this position it was declared od- - fortunate position on rubber, we shall
raised
mainly with tne
met and handled.
supply tire users at before-wa- r
prices
in your wisdom to meet the emer Rome that it was
The treasury itself could get along gency. The only suggestion I take the Ject of combating modern religious to the limit of our capacity."
for a considerable period,: no doubt,, liberty of making is that such sources ideas. Boloena being the headquarters
without immediate resort to new of revenue be chosen as will begin to of the National Democratic league,
His Mistake.
cost
advocated what is
sources of taxation. But
members
whose
not
can
live without you!"
certain
"I
yield
with
a
and
yield at once
VnnwTi as "modernism" in religion
to the business of the community? and constant flow.
"You have evidently got me conTn January. 1914. while still at Bo
Approximately $75,000,000, a large part
fused with my cousin, it is she who is
I cannot close without expressing
pope
issued. a pasA., the present
of the present balance, is now on de- the fonfidence with which I approach Insri
, .
o
wealthy."
posit with national banks distributed
any toral letter "' strongly condemning tne
or
to
regard
this
with
Congress,
a
throughout the country. It is ' deother matter, which has shown' so un tañer.
Granulated Eyelids,
posited, of course, on call
-It has been 174 years since tne
tiring a devotion to public duty, which Hmft
Eyes inflamed by expe- lypfg
Pdpe
Benedict.
thfl
of
last
Withdrawals May Be Needed. .
has responded to the needs of the na
eure 10 buu, vuai sou iu
on Ma election to the papacy in
des
long
session,
throughout
a
qaicklyrelievedbyMurlai
tion
you
what
outv
to
point
not
need
I
personal i7in nardlnal Prospero Lambertini as
EyeBemedy.NoSmarting.
and
fatigue
inevitable
inconpite
consequences
of
probable
the
is an interesting
It
title.
sumed
that
4
At
Eye Comfort
oi
proportion
large
a
so
venience and distress and. confusion sacrifice and
the new pope was" archbishop Your Druggist's 50c per Bottle. Marine Eyi
fact
that
their
devoted
have
members
of
whose
would be if the diminishing income
of Bologna while Pope Benedict XIV. S9lveinTubes25c.ForBookitheEyeFreeask
the treasury should make it necessary whole time and energy to the business was born in Bologna,
Druggists or Murine Eye Ceased? Co., Ctlceji
rapidly to withdraw these deposits. of the country. ,,
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THE SPAmSXLAMEBXÜAXf;

Officers and Stockholders

Roy Telephone Company

,H.
C.

B. JONES,

Pebsidknt.
INJUSTICE. Cashier,

Dr. F.B.EVANS,C.

J.J.
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Or produce, place your , moneys
On open account with a reliable, Pank.,

,

ROY, N. M.

if

.....

.

As you sell your grain, stock,.

and get your answer at same

'liOfí'ce aná EXCHANGES AT
V--

lumíaítmt

.Realize on your season's work.

.

tinacaud save telegraphic delays.

Directors.

Now is the time that you

Connected with all Bell Long . Distance
Telephone Lines
Do. your business by. phone

IGNACIO MAESTAS.

Attorney..
.

(ühtr

Now Connected with Solana and Mosquero," on the South.
Mills, Abbott, Jaritas, Chico, Taylor and Springer,
on the North

;

EjMcGINNIS.

W. H. FÜ.QUA.

Taylor, Mgr.

'

-

Pay your bills by check, wtiiehí 'é
Makes the best kind ofrréceíptj;"V 7
And avoid the worry and ganger
Attending the carrying'iof Urge' .f
Sums of money.
.

'per mo.

$1.50
--

Local Butines
$2.50 per m

Private Line
$3.6( per mo.

Local Residence;
4
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PERSONAL and

his lumber yard at 'Mills. - They
iá came in their auto and had a
pleasant trip save for opening and
shutting the score of gates
en-rout-

s

i

"
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Spanish-American-

oñ.-théi- r

n
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W. Engineers, wfcre
week laying off the site

The.

The kindly notices we are receiving from the Newspapers of
the state Warding, our candidacy for Representative arr likely to turn our head.. Mjie quote
thefollowing from .one of our
nearest neighbors, and best
1 rienda
Ah automobile party consisting
of Irvin Ogden Sr.;' editor of the
,
Jess
Roy
,
t
Davenport,' J'. B.Lusk, J. E.Rus-se- l
and M. Baker pf Ro.y i?epe in
return
the city Tuesday
from Mora where bey attended
the County 'democratic ponwri-tiowhich was held at that place
Monday. The many friends of
editor Ogden have insisted üpóñ
him 'taking the nomination 'jiisa
candidate for the lower house of
the state legislature.- Mr; Ogdeh
has accepted the nomination and

We offer the best security with
Liberal rates of interest on
Time deposits. '

!

- ;

.

;

The

here this
tor the new depot at Mills. ' It is
to be quite a pretentious building
and to
at once. This
with the :rifew newspaper other
things Mills is doing is likely to
put our sister town on the map
so we will soon have to take off
our hals to her..

;

1.

Roy Trust and
of :E O'Y-

-

-

;

f

-

'ir.t

a

'
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The sale at"Éoy
last
week was a surprise to alh Mr.
Proctor expressed a hope that he
would .realize.' $900.00 from. it.
The Auctioneer, Col. F. O. White
turned over tó him a total of
$1,575.00 as the gross receipts.
The doughty Col. is some auc
tioneer.
Pr-octor'-

s

"

Hfghe Tak
Tender Hearted.
require
We
higher, tapkq because we
.tender-hearteman
most
"He la the
not
recognize
do
the height óf those
?"
"I
J
to
anln?als
I ever law." "Kind
e
have. Trying to be kind and hon-itmA fiftv bo. Whv. when he found
seems an affair too simple and too
est
insisted an sleebln In
Inconsequential
for gentlemen of our
th iimi wn hfl immediately ordered
heroic
mold.
Stevenson.
.
Kxnress.
onff nai
d

Ka'i-ámii-
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Another, murder, is, iepprtjed
frQm' Wagon Mound this week,
Leandro Gonziflés. shói anlí iklll-ehis wife and her fattier, Par
if elected (which .he undoubtedly
will be-,- will fill the position to the ticulars lacking.
county, the democredit
cratic, party and to himself. He Mr. and Mrs. Olin Leach of
is edticated, genial and a gentle Springer send us a year's
a necéss-- '
man. What bet'tef qualifications
to
representative
tahous'ekeepia
a
ity
grand aísTiiríg
do you want
s .
have?-- ; .....ri
that we fcoirect' the mistajfcy
'
vf,',v'r C'f'gñrlíyger Tfines. last, week's paper whicKjItd
them married May 2nd instead of
September 2nd which latter; áate
S. E. Péípíirand'íámily drove conforms to the
records. Olin as
down from Maxwell Thursday sures us they
are As happy as
lady's sis
and are guests
if he ha4 good sense.
v. t r t
ter, Miss Grace Collins, Mt,
is planning to
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A nice line '..of . Local
Pot cards at, '
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1

, Jess La Hue hasngw

.

1
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5HP.
gasoline engine with twhich to
run his ensilage 'cutter." He will
install a feed grlndei; and a lot
of other machinery at his claim
and will fill a long felt want . in

i

;
"

.

his community.

Awful..

"Why do thé ducks dive?"
Harp 'Guess, they must want to liquidate "their bills."

. Photograph

' Y

,

.v .f.fi

;
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". Strange Wo rr3jri.
""Was it a .quiet wedding?"

,

.

"Decid-

edly! tíótti 1thé'"bride"ind"the groom
were so Beared they- could hardly
speak above. a whisper."
-

Fact That Make. City Unique.
At Quito, the only city in the world
on the line of the equator, the sun seta
and rise at ix o'clock all the year
round.
,

Samson Windmills
Stock and Storage Tanks
Deep Well Pumps
Gas Pibe nd Httinis

-

Working Barrels and Cylinders
;
Well Casing rSafetF
The Best Cream Separators made
Sold on Monthly Payments
Wágóns and Farm Machinery
Gasoline Pumping Engines
,

oy5

THE

SILOS ESPECIALLY ADAPTED

TO

SPANISH-AMERICA-

DAIRIES

DAY
HAS
,

OF

THE

BLOUSE

BECOME
INDISPENSABLE
PART OF WARDROBE.
,

Nothing Really Seems Able to Take
Its Place, Either for Usefulness or
for the Pretty Effect It Gives

Costume.
Those who have neglected to provide themselves with separate blouses
for warm weather wear have doubtless before this time realized their
mistake. The separate blouse of silk,
linen or of sheer cotton has a very
Important place in the wardrobe of
the modish woman. For golf, tennis,
walking, rowing and for all summer
sports there is nothing that can take
the place of th,e separate waist. The
fashionable loose
Wooden Form for Concrete Silo.
blouse that is
worn this season,
Silo construction has undergone a well matched. 1u concrete silos, a
with a separate
great change since the first ones were wash on the Inside with cement, and
skirt of tub mabeing built in water or with raw coal tar thinned
built, all the early-oneterial, or with a
the ground, while the modern silos with gasoline Is effective in making
coat and skirt to
are constructed almost entirely above the walls impervious to air. The tar
complete a cosground. Besides, the first silos were treatment Is also advisable for stave
tume is, without
comparatively
shallow structures, silos, as it preserves the wood. Care
doubt, prettier
which resulted in a large amount of should be taken that, the doors fit
than blouses ever
spoiled silage on account of the lack closely into their frames.
were before.
2. The walls should be smooth and
of sufficient pressure, says Farmers
,
The waist that
Bulletin 689 of the United States de- plumb, so that the silage will not adthe smart girl will
partment of agriculture.
.
here to them in settling and thus
want that is, if
Silos have increased rapidly In num- cause air spaces between the silage
she is not too
ber, until now they are extensively and the walls. Furthermore, the walls
stout is one that
In Rose Crepe.
used, especially in those regions de- should be capable of standing considis of. two mate
voted to the dairy industry. So useful erable lateral Btrain without cracking rials. The models of this type vary a
have they become that many farmers or bulging. This is one reason why little, but, the general lines are the
consider them indispensable. The silo rectangular silos are so frequently un- same. The heavier material is used
Is adapted to all parts of the United successful.
for the fronts, which are straight
3. The silo must be deep enough so strips about two and a half to three
States where corn or the sorghums
can be successfully grown. Its use at that the pressure from above will inches wide each. These continue up
present is confined principally to thoroughly pack the silage and force in a rounded or
piece that
farms" where cattle are kept, although out the air. The greater the pressure fits the neck much the same as the
silage is a good and cheap feed for the less air is left in the silo and the neck and front facing of an ordinary
both sheep and horses. Some danger, less 'will be the loss of silage by fer- kimono, with the exception that the
'
however, attends its use for horses, as mentation.
fronts do not lap over each other, but
4. The only form of silo to be recomit is essential that silage fed to horses
meet edge to edge.
be made from fairly mature corn, mended is one which is round. This
The sleeves are finished with a
properly stored in the silo and that it form is generally the cheapest, ca- band of the heavy material and at the
be not moldy or frozen. Dairy farm- pacity considered, and the walls ' are waist line with a shaped vest girdle
ers, especially, have appreciated the more rigid than those of the rectangu- that comes well down over the hips
value of silage as a milk producer. To lar or octagonal forms. The round and fastens at the front. The back,
make the silo a profitable investment, form results In more perfect preservasides and sleeves of the blouse are of
however, the farmer should have at tion of the silage, s
the sheer goods and are, generally cut
least ten cows, or the equivalent in
Location of the Silo.
in one piece. The effect when finished
other stock.
The' silo should be placed outside' Is that of something between the new
A
d
concrete silo will rather than inside the barn. As a
basque and the
last indefinitely, and there is no dan- silo ordinarily does not need the proloose blouse.
ger of Its blowing over or burning, rot- tection of a barn, it is not economical
A feature that is very marked in
ting out, or being attacked by vermin. to use barn space for this purpose. An the new' sport waists is the seWn
Its first cost Is, as a rule, greater than exception to this rule may be made In sleeve. There is
stave or Wisconsin type the case of the round barn. A silo in nothing 'particua home-madsilo, but after it is once built little at- the middle of a round barn serves to larly new in the
tention Is required to keep it in good support the superstructure as well as shaping of the
to place the silage in position' for concondition.
sleeve itself, but
The stave or tub silo has become venient feeding. A silo so placed, the fact that it is
very popular In late years because of however, is liable to be very incon- not cut in one
the cheapness, ease and quickness venient to fill. The most popular lo- with a part of the
with which It can be .built. Generally cation is a few feet from the barn and waist, as has been
speaking, the-- , stave silo excels in opening into a separate feeding-room- .
the justom for
these three particulars, although there
The practice of using silage to sup- several seasons,
may be sections of the country where plement pastures during the summer makes It striking,
sand and gravel can be obtained at a droughts and in the early fall, instead and at the same
nominal cost and where the price of of soiling crops, is becoming more time the change
Under such general, and it should be encouraged. is decidedly pleaslumber is prohibitive.
conditions the concrete pilo may ba For such feeding the daily ration per ing. The sleeves
cheaper. Stave silos' last for from five cow may be as low as ten pounds, are generally long,
Handkerchief
to fifteen years, depending upon the depending upon the amount and qual- but some blouses
Linen.
do
show
kind of material used and .the care ity of pasture or other succulent feeds
them
r
given them. Unless well anchored or available. For the same herd the silo
length. They arp either
guyed, they are apt to be blown down for summer feeding should be of finished in bishop style or the regulawhen empty.
smaller diameter than the one used tion coat type. ,
There is much to be said in favor
The average cost for a concrete silo for winter feeding, since three Inches
of 100 tons capacity 1b $220; from one instead of two are to be removed of silk for the sport blouse. Such
to two hundred tons in caplcity, $348. daily. In order to provide for this blouses keep clean longer than linen
The average cost of the modified Wis- summer feeding an additional silo of or cotton waists, and should they beconsin silo of about one hundred tons Bmaller diameter should be con- come tumbled it ds a very easy matter to press them In one's room with
capacity is $186, and that of the stave structed. ,;
v
type of 100 tons or less, $118. The
The foundation of the silo should an electric iron. Another thing in
cost, of course, varies with the local receive special consideration, since a their fayor is that they are easily
'
'
large proportion of the silage as well laundered.
, cost of labor and material.
There" are some features which are as the weight of the walls must be
Skin Lotion.
essential to the construction of all supported by the foundation. It has
A lotion composed of two ounces of
silos and without which silage cannot always been assumed that the foundabe kept in perfect condition. ,
tion supports only the walls of the lettuce Juice, two drams of eau de co1. The walls should be
silo, but recent investigations have logne, two ounces of distilled vinegar
since the successful keeping of silage shown this idea to be erroneous. The and four ounces of elder flower water
depends upon the exclusion of air. foundation shot Id have .its base on 7is said to be especially good for allay
Large knots In the lumber Bhould be firm soil, and it should extend below ing heat and Irritation of the skin.
Dab the skin with It frequently,
avoided, and the lumber should be frost line.

SHOW THE FEET AND ANKLES
Styles In the New Dresses Make the
Donning of Dainty Footwear an
'
Absolute Necessity.
The trend of style in the skirts and
new dresses and suits tends to a continued display of 'feet and ankles.
Hence the necessity for dainty footwear. The new colonial pumps are in
a combination of materials and colors.
The vamps are usually of patent leather or dull calfskin combined with colored uppers or inlays of suede, figured
cloth or kid. The principal colors are
champagne and fawn.
1
-TVtn l.tA.l l..4"o laicoi. uuiiuu Diiyyur ur iuw buus
is made of
antelope and
a
i.1
Vln.l.
in. sanaai
umtjv paueui mauler,
wuu
Atraps and buttons. The ehoe fits high
over the instep, with a snug fit up to
the ankle and an ornamental ankle
strap. The latest novelty In evening
slippers Is made of black satin embroidered in silver, crystal beads and
rhinestones. Buckles are not so prominent, and all ornaments art very
'
small.
r
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A very attractive model of white
bontaline. Note the hew drapery on
.
the skirt.
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Airy Nightclothes Hygienic.
Since there has been such an outcry
against the style of clothes worn by
men and women (in what is virtually a
torrid climate during the summer
months) because of the unhygienic
warmth, especially in men's clothing, a
crusade has been begun against night--,
clothes. Oné authority' claims that
pajamas are too restricting for Wear
except when traveling, as in the case
of commercial men, who change their
beds nightly and are exposed to temperature changes. For once It is
claimed that women dress more sensibly than men, as sheer cool nightgowns are hygienic and allow ventilation, so Inducing refreshing sleep, especially when the gown is sleeveless.
Designs on Candle.

To make white candles look pretty
pick out some very, pretty paper prints
some that are not too large for your
candles wrap the prints around the
candle with the design to the wáx;
take, an electric globe or a taper
(lighted) and run up and down the
candle on all sides. When you think
the wax has softened enough to allow
the design to come off and allow the
print to stay
the wax hardens, again; then remove. Some designs drawn In gold ink make pretty
candes.--ChristlScience Monitor.
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Notice for Publication'
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N.

0. H, Kerns,

Nutter,

Notice For Publication.

Notice for Publication..

Department of the Interior,
Department of the Interior.
U. S. Land Office. Clayton, N.M,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,
Aug 5, 1914.
Aug 18, 1914,
Notice is hereby given that Homer
Notice is hereby given that James E.
D.
Holmes of Roy, N. M. who on
Proctor, of Mills, N. M. who on Mar.
2
10,
1908, made HE No. 23149 Serial
7th, 1910 made HE. Serial No. 010675
06313, for SEJ Seo , 19 Township
for
Range 26 E. N. M. P.
. 21 ; N.
Lots 3 and4,SJ-NWJan- d
the SWi,
Sec. 5 Twp 22 N Rg 26 E. N'.M.P. Meridian has filed notice of intention
Meridian, has filed notice of inten to make Fiye Year Proof, to establish
tion to make Three Year Froof, to claim to the land above described, be
U. S. Commissioner F. H
establish claim to the land above
Foster,
at
his office, at Roy, N. M,
described, before F. H. Foster, U. S.
Commissioner, at his office, Roy, N.M on the 23rd day of Sept. 1914.
Claimant names as witnesses:
on the 8th day of Oct 1914.
F.J. Sheltren
J. L.Swaim
Claimant names as witnesses,
H.
Mahoney
J.
B.G.Tyler,
F O Seright
Frank O White
Fr ank Goehri
Ross W Eaton
all of Roy, N. M.
Paz Valverde,
all of Mills, N. M.

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
Aug 5,' 1914.
Notice is
hereby given "that
Rigoni Bernardo, of Roy, N. M. who, on Jan.
16, 1908, made HE 22548
Serial 06158
for NWi Sec 9, Township
.

,

Nntter-Kern-

s

Realty, Co.
Business entrusted to
our care will receive
prompt and careful at-

tention.

fore

Nutter-Kern- s

Real Estate Co,
N. M.
Roy,

Notice For Publication
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M,
Aug. 28, 1914.
Notice is hereby given that Louisiana
C. Farmer of Roy, New Mexico, who on
July, 23, 1912 made Add'l HE. 014762
28; SEJ-SSec. 21 &
for
SIJ-NSec. 27, Twp.lSN, Rng. 26 E
N. 1 P Meridian
has 'filed notice of intention
to make final three year proof, to estab
lish cláim to the land above described,
before F. H. Foster. U S. Commissioner at his office at Roy N. M. on
the 15th day of Oct, 1914.
Claimant names as witnesses;
Henry Stone
Henry Farr
SamTyler
Clarence Wright
all of Roy, N, M.
Paz Valverde
10-5
Register.
ElN-EJSe- c.

Ei

,
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Notice For Publication
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.

August. 22, 1914.
Notice is hereby given that Harvey P
Jones of Mills N. M. who on
made HE No. 013247, for the NW of
Section. 25, Twnship.22N.
Range 25 E. NM P Meridian has
filed notice of intention to make Final
three year proof, to establish claim to
the land above described before
F. H, Foster,, U. S. Commissioner at
Roy, New Mexico, on the 10th day
of October 1914.
Claimant names as witnesses- Chas Hicks
Russel Belknap

E, Deaton
J .H. Lebert

Honesty Always Best.
Honesty in dealing with ourselves
All of Mills, nm.,
and one another has been one of the
Paz Valverde,
axioms since time began. We cannot,
to
afford
be otherwise. It is the best
Register,
and only way. Being honest saves
worry and fretting, it helps make charNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION. .
acter and it gives us joy in life to
know that we have been honest when
Department of the Interior.
we might have been otherwise to our
U. S. Land Office, Clayton, N. M.
temporary gain.
Aug. 22, 1914.
Notice is hereby eiven that Barry J.
Switched the Beverage.
07
8
Kirby, of Roy, N. M. who on
Two old Scotch fishermen, having
05642
8304,
Add.
09 made HE No
Imbibed overmuch, were on their way
Wl-NSec. 8,
Sec 5;
SWi
dehome, and overcome with a great
27E
20
N.M.
Rng.
N
P.
Twp.
they
sire to sleep, accordingly
stretched themselves on the warm Meridian, has filed, notice of intention
five year Proof
make final
beach eands and were soon slumbering to
heavily. The tide crept in, awakening to establish claim to the land above
the one nearest the water as a wavelet described,
U. S. Combefore
dashed a quantity of the salty liquid missioner
Foster, at his
Into bis mouth. Half asleep, he started ofilce at Roy, N. M., on the 8th day
to arise, saying: "It's time we wis
of Oct, 1914.
awa' oot i' this hoose. They're changin'
Claimant names as witnesses:
the drink on us."
C F Williams
William Bowman
Charles E Kidd
Frank Emerson
Worth Knowing.
M
Roy,
N
of
Every person when he takes up his ail
Paz Valverde,
cards at a game of whist holds one out
Register.
of 635,013,559,600 possible hands. As
for the total number of variations
possible among all players, it is so
Wanted to Know His Fate.
enormous as almost to exceed belief.
1,000,-00Of
the criminal court, London, the
Mr. Babbage calculated that if
men were to le engaged dealing acoustic properties are not so perfect
cards at the rate of one deal every as they might be, and there is a decidminute, day and night, for 100,000,000 ed echo from the walls. Some time
years, the,y would not have exhausted ago Judge Rentoul sentenced a prisall the possible variations of the cards, oner to six months' hard labor. When
but only one one hundred thousandth the judgment was passed "Six months'
hard labor" was echoed from the back
part of them."
of the court The prisoner, turned to
the warder by his side and inquired
Burdens of Lite.
What do we live for, if not to make anxiously: "Are these sentences to
run concurrently?"
life less difficult for eack other?
'
'
George Eliot.
Had Fldo In Mind.'
When little Margaret passed her
plate the third time for chicken her
mother said: "My dear, you must not
I am afraid
eat so much chicken.
, v
,
Attorney at Law,
said
11L"
mother,",
"Well,
you'll be
beU, S,. Comrrjissioner,
eating
not
this
Margaret,
"I'm
t
collecting
tne
I'm
it.
want
cause
I,
New Mex, bones for
Fido!" Harper's Monthly.
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Depatment of the Interior,
- U.S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
Aug. 5, 1914.
is
hereby
given
Notice
that Emilio
Pampagnin of ,Roy, N,M, who on
made HE Serial No. 06548
for NEi Sec 9 Twp 21 N Rng 26 E
NMP M, has filed notice of intention
totoiake Final Five-year- ,
proof to establish claim to the land above descri
bed, before w. H. jvillcox, U S Commissioner at Roy N. M.
on the 22d day of Sept 1914.
Claimant names as witnesses,
Barney Rigoni
John Bonomo
Jesse E. La Rue
Clark R Rush
all of 'Mills, N, M,
Paz Valverde,

Register.

9
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Solano,,
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6ioner, at his office at Roy, N. M. on
the 22 day of Sept. 1914.
-- !

:

Claimant names as witnesses:
Jesse E. La Rue
Clark R Rush
John Bonomo
Giacomo Rieonl
,

all of Mills,

N. M.

Paz Valverde,
Register,
NOTICE TOR TUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior
US Land Office, Clayton, N M
Aug 5, 1914,
Notice is hereby given that Rachel C
Wright, of JRoy, N M, who, on April
15 1908, made
Homestead entry
25063 Serial No. 06871for NEi Sec. 17
Twp 21 N Range 27 E,N M PMeridiar
has filed notice of intention to maka
five-yea- r
proof to establish claim to
the land above described before F H
Foster, U S Commissioner at his of
fice in Roy N M on the22nd day ' of
sept, 191.
Claimant names as witnesses
S. F. Davis
Charley T. Wright
O. J. Chershner
J. M. Beard,
all of Roy.N M
.

Paz Valverde, Register

Notice For Publication
Department of the interior,

x

Notice For Publication

'

U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.

Aug. 5, 1914,
Notice is hereby given that Maurice
N. Baker, of Roy, N. M, who on
made HE, No.23221
d
015725
andAdd'
for
theS-NE,an-

NWÍ,'Wi-SW- i

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N.M
Aug 6th 1914.
given
hereby;
that Frank
is
Notice
N.
M.
who, on
Roy
Sec.1, B . Pugh, of
1911; madeHE Serial No. 013802
N. M. P. Sept 2

Twp. 19 N. Range 26 E.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make final three year proof, to establish claim to the land above describ
ed, before' F. H. Foster, U. S, Com
missioner at his office at Roy, N. M.
1914.
on the 23rd day of Sept.

forSWi, Sec.

15,

Twp. .20 N.,

Range 27 E. N. M. P, Meridian has
filed notice of intention to make final
three year proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before F H.
Foster U. S. Commissioner, at his.
office at Roy, N. M. on the 23rd day of
Sept. 1914

Claimant names as witnesses,
H. Goodman
Clarence Leffler
Vidal Martinez
W. H. Baum
A. S. Hoskins,
R, W. Boulware
All of Roy,N. M.
Odis Hoskins,
B. W. Sturgis,
v
Paz Valverde,
All of Roy, N, M.
Register,
Paz Valverde,
V
M.
N.
Register.
All of Mill,
9-- 12
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.S. Durrin,

21 ISL' Rantrp, 9fi

has (filed notice of intention to make
final Five year proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, be- -

1'

:

F.-te-

-

Register,

Paz Valverde, .
Register,
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Notice For Publication.

Notice For Publication.

Department of the Interior,
XL'S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
'
Aug 18, 1914
Notice is hereby given that Thomas J
Price of Mills, N.M., who oh March, 16
19l0,made HE No 010674 for lots l&z
Sec. 5, Twp 22N Range
m.p.
Meridian, has filed notice
26E. N,
of intention to make final three year
Droof . to establish claim to the land
above described, before F. H. Foster,
U. S. Commissioner, at his office at
Roy, N. M. on the 9th day of Oct.

Department of the Interior,
Ü. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
Aug. 6, 1914.
Notice is hereby given that, Jose N.
Garcia, of Buyeros N. M. who on

.

2-- 3-

madeHE SerialNo. 012774, for
the NWi- - Sac. 26 Twp. 18N.Rng.
32E. NMP. Meridian, has filed notice of intention 1.0 make Three Year
Proof to establish claim to the land.
above described, before F. H, Fos
ter, U. S. Commissioner, at Roy, N,.
911,

on the 23rd day of Sept., 1914,
1914.
Claimant names as witnesses,
Elias Gallegos, of De Haven N. M.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Lovato, of Buyeros N. M.
A. C Proctor Filadelfo
F O White
Garcia, of Buyeros, N. M.
E. H. Brockman Francisco
Ross W Eaton
Elíseo Gallegos, of De Haven, N. M.
All of Mills. N. VI
Paz Valverde,
Paz Valve'rde,
Register;
Register.
9
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